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FOREWORD 
The author's aim in presenting this monograph on the war aims of Imperial 
Germany is twofold : in the first place it is vitally necessary for Australian students to 
be informed of new developments in all branches of scholarly research performed 
overseas otherwise our standards will lag behind those of Europe and North America. 
As a student in German universities from 1961  to 1965 the author was able to witness 
the current war-guilt debate at first hand and was impressed by the fact that even in 
such a heavily worked over topic as the First World War, dramatic new evidence 
was still being unearthed. The second reason for this monograph on the debate is 
to point up its significance for the historical discipline in general. It shows that 
"facts" can be interpreted in many different lights and that as Oscar Wilde once 
pointed out the truth is rarely pure and never simple. In other words the debate shows 
that it is unwise to be dogmatic about anything in history if only because there is 
rarely a situation where all the relevant facts are available. And finally, the debate, 
since it is being carried on largely by German historians, represents a case study as to 
how false and incomplete images of the past can dominate people's beliefs, attitudes 
and behaviour, especially in political matters. Such is the extent of this debate that the 
West German Foreign Office intervened to stop Professor Fischer from going on a 
lecture tour of the U.S.A. with the excuse that there were no funds for such a journey. 
This was after the German cultural organisation, the Goethe Institute in Munich, 
had promised the money.1 The American professors of twelve leading universities 
were looking forward to hearing of the new research and to debating with their 
German colleague. Their protests brought no change in Bonn's attitude. The American 
professors, therefore, financed the trip out of their own pockets . But even then 
officials of the Foreign Office in Bonn tried to persuade Professor Fischer not to go . 
The reason why the West German government acted in this way appears to be that 
they feel the Fischer thesis on Germany's role in the outbreak of the First World 
War would damage even further the image of Germany in the United States. The 
fact that they stopped funds for this particular scholar when such funds are otherwise 
available for cultural exchanges is evidence of the intensity of feeling still current 
in German circles about the First World War. It is indeed very difficult for people to 
revise notions about their country's past especially when the revision shows up a 
disturbing if not unpleasant image. Perhaps the Germans of today have more to 
revise in their recent past than other nations but in fact all nations ought to do this 
periodically to prevent historical legends replacing historical truth in the national 
consciousness. Historians are indeed, both as teachers and writers, able to mould the 
memory of their nation and have, therefore, a heavy educational and cultural respons­
ibility. It is hoped that when students read the different arguments and versions by 
the various historians assembled here of the events referred to, they will be able to 
identify the political values and sympathies of each one and that they will see to what 
extent historical "facts" can be interpreted. The author has tried to refrain from 
commenting on the separate arguments ; they have simply been "exposed" though no 
doubt the reader will see soon enough that even in giving an objective expose of 
arguments it is difficult not to take sides. 
.T.M. 
Kenmore, Brisbane 
August 1 967 
1Bernd Nellessen, "Maulkorb fiir einen Historiker", Die Welt (Hamburg : 3.6.1964), p. 3. 
THE WAR AIMS OF IMPERIAL GERMANY: 
PROFESSOR FRITZ FISCHER AND 
HIS CRITICS 
PART I. THE HISTORIANS DEBATE 
Introduction 
Once in a decade or generation the world of historians may be startled by the 
publication of some truly striking piece of research which not only shatters accepted 
images by revealing new material but also raises new questions about the total validity 
of earlier methodologies. Such a piece of research is Professor Fritz Fischer's Griff 
nach der Weltmacht1 which appeared in Germany in 1961 . It deals with Germany's  
role in the outbreak of World War I and the war aims of that power throughout the 
war. Because the work, using hitherto unavailable documents, actually places the 
lion's share of the blame for the catastrophe of 1 9 14-1 9 1 8  on German shoulders, it 
has given rise to a new "War Guilt Debate" particularly among German historians. 
This debate, distinguished for its acerbity and scholarly polemics, is significant on 
two levels : firstly, because Fischer's thesis is revolutionary for German historiography 
on the Wilhelmine era, there has been much discussion of the reliability of Fischer's 
1Fritz Fischer, Griff nach der Weltmacht (1st ed. Dusseldorf: Droste , 1961). Professor Fischer 
occupies the chair of "Modern History with special consideration of Contemporary History" at the 
University of Hamburg. A third expanded edition appeared in 1 964. An abridged version also 
exists in German and now in English entitle d :  Germany's Aims in the First World War with a foreword 
by Professor James Joll published  by Chatto & Windus, London, 1967. 
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craftsmanship. Naturally, the scientific tenability of such a thesis would have to be 
stringently tested. Secondly, the debate is significant because it reveals much of the 
Germans' thinking about themselves and their peculiar destiny. Up to now reasonably 
informed Germans had preferred to think of the outbreak of the First World War 
as an accident and of Versailles as an unprecedented miscarriage of international 
justice. Hitler had been explained away by the "dragon's teeth" theory or a Betriebs­
unfall* (an accident in the works) because Germany had to free herself from the 
bondage of Versailles, and since Hitler was the only one who could promise to do 
this he could thus deceive an unsuspecting people quite successfully. 2 Fischer explodes 
this theory by implying that Versailles was justified and that there is even a continuity 
between imperial and Nazi German war aims. By doing this he "demonises" the 
German nation, and became the object of much criticism both informed and other­
wise. The sociologist Ralf Dahrendorf attributes the intensity of the debate to the 
fact that Fischer has shattered an historical image which the German people had 
constructed to explain their recent history, i .e .  that Versailles was unjustified and the 
German people in their despair let themselves be deceived by the promises of National 
Socialism.3 Indeed, the debate has indicated to a dramatic degree to what extent the 
German people have still to come to terms with their past (die Vergangenheit bewiil­
tigen) and illustrates further to what extent a nation can be a captive to its history, or 
rather, to what it imagines its history to have been.  
It will be the task of part one of this paper to examine Fischer's thesis in juxta­
position with the counter-arguments and comments of the major German and some 
non-German critics. In part two, Fischer's reply to his critics will be outlined. Also an 
attempt will be made to analyse the significance of the debate as a demonstration of 
how "history" is important in shaping national values, and how effective the images of 
the past can be in influencing present thought and action. 
"Rudolf Augstein, "Deutschland-zum Bosen geneigt von Jugend auf?", Der Spiegel, (Ham­
burg) 1 3  June 1 966, pp. 61 -80. "The dispute about the Hamburg historian would not have become as 
poisonous as it has if Fischer had not dragged a sacred cow of German historical self-analysis on to 
slippery ground. He traced a line of continuity from the First to the Second World War, from the 
society of Wilhelm's time to the society of Hitler 's time, from general to general, from business 
magnate to economic director . And the political elite of my country is in agreement on one point : 
it might be a matter of dispute whether Hitler was an out-sized accident or something of a com­
promising factor : one thing is nevertheless certain, the First World War was an accident, a collision 
between four or five vehicles all the chauffeurs of which did not rightly have the traffic rules in their 
head. 
"Why is this remote history still so important today that historians damage the dignity of their 
profession in anger and rage ? Because Hitler . . .  can only successfully be erased from the German 
conscience as an accident if the Treaty of Versailles appears as an inexcusable injustice which was 
inflicted on a brave people which went down fighting for its rights, a people which at least believed 
in the rightness of its cause. 
"If it were so that Germany merited more responsibility for the outbreak and for the length of 
the duration of the war than the others, than England and France and indeed even Russia, then the 
'dragon's teeth' theory could no longer be used as an excuse, i.e. Germany had to free herself from 
the injustice of the Versailles Treaty ; Hitler alone promised it and could thus deceive an unsuspecting 
people. " 
*In the figurative sense "Betriebsunfall" is often used to convey the idea of an unforeseeable 
and regrettable occurrence. 
"Ralf Dahrendorf, Gesellschaft und Demokratie in Deutschland, (Miinchen : Piper, 1 965) pp. 
31-32 . "Fischer has published some documents which confirm the existence of far-reaching plans of 
conquest by German politicians before the First World War and out of these he has drawn the 
conclusion that Germany merits a high degree of responsibility also for the First World War. The 
reaction of the academic historians to this book of a colleague was and is astonishing. It is only 
understandable in its bitterness and intensity because here the key argument of the total well-con­
structed historical image is questioned. If the First World War was not to a certain extent an accident 
or (what is in �ffect the same thing) the result of a higher inevitability or common guilt, then the 
Treaty of Versailles appears in a different light and with it the emergence and victory of the National 
Socialist movement . . . .  But is it a crime if a scholar challenges an ideology of self-justification ? Is 
it not rather his task to do this ? "  
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Much of the controversy about Griff nach der Weltmacht has taken the shape of 
forum discussions held in public. At the Congress of German Historians held in 
Berlin, October 1964 this controversy was made the highlight of proceedings. In 
outlining his position, Fischer made the following points.4 
1 )  It is untenable to separate the aims of German policy before the war from 
those during the war. 
2) It is untenable to isolate the July crisis of 19 14  with respect to the aims of
German Weltpolitik before the war and the aims of German war policies. 
3) It is untenable to bagatellise the significance of the September programme5
1 9 14  for German war aims policies. 
4) It is untenable to deny the continuity of the essential German war aims
during the war. 
5) It is untenable to understand German war aims as only or chiefly reactions
to the aims of the Entente powers. 
6) It is untenable in trying to arrive at an understanding of Imperial Germany's
war policies to concentrate solely on the personality of the Chancellor 
Bethmann Hollweg. 
7) It is untenable to separate German war-aims policies from the efforts of the
ruling classes to preserve the conservative socio-political structure of the 
Prusso-German Empire. 
In elaboration of this, Fischer stated that the epoch of imperialism must be 
considered in its context. This applied to the policies of all powers. However, the 
significant fact was that only Germany in the concert of powers occupied a position 
which she regarded as not commensurate with the fact that she was the strongest 
industrial power on the continent, that she had a population of 68 million with an 
annual increase of 800,000 and was the representative of a unique political order 
which consciously disassociated itself from the western democracies as well as from 
eastern despotism. Fischer did not maintain that Germany was striving after world 
domination as many critics imputed to him but asserted that Imperial Germany 
claimed to be a world power, a position commensurate with her potentialities. She 
wanted indeed to be a world power in the coming world-power-system. That is to say 
Germany claimed equality ( Gleichberechtigung) with the Empires of Britain, Russia and 
the U.S.A. These were the Weltreiche, as the notable German economist, Gustav 
Schmoller ( 1838-19 1 7) called them. France with her large colonial possessions 
was admittedly a world power but because of her stagnating population growth was 
not included among the Weltreiche. In 19 14  France had 28 million people fewer than 
Germany as well as an inferior birth rate. Finally, on this point Fischer asserts that 
the direction of Germany's political, economic and military interests were the same 
in the war as they had been in peace, viz. Asia Minor with the Balkan "bridge",  
Central Africa and the economic penetration of her border areas in the German east, 
south-east and west.6 
With regard to the crisis of 1 9 14, Fischer stated at the Berlin Historians' Con­
gress, October 1 964 that imperial German policy had played the essential part in the 
outbreak of the First World War. Germany had exploited the Sarajevo incident as a 
'Fritz Fischer, "Die deutschen Kriegsziele im ersten Weltkrieg", 26. Versammlung deutscher 
Historiker in Berlin 7-1 1  Oktober 1964, Beiheft zur Zeitschrift Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Un­
terricht (Stuttgart: Ernst Klett 1965) pp. 63-64. (Hereafter Beiheft GWU) 
5The so-called September Programme was a series of aims put forward by the German Chancellor, 
Bethmann Hollweg just after the outbreak of the war .  T he core of the programme was the Mittel­
europa idea where Germany would exert a political and economic hegemony in continental Western 
Europe. Besides this there were demands for extensive colonies in central Africa. See Fischer ,  Griff, 
pp. 107-1 1 3 .  
"Ibid. , p .  64. 
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most favourable opportunity to overcome the blockage of her Weltpolitik. Part of 
this blockage was caused by the "encirclement" through the Entente powers . This 
"ring" would have to be broken either by war or the threat of war. The Blitzkrieg 
which Germany wanted Austria to undertake against Serbia (which Germany had 
for two years persistently refused to allow) was a conscious provocation against 
Russia. If Russia had accepted the challenge it was expected in Berlin that both 
Russia and France could be militarily overcome. But if Russia unexpectedly failed to 
accept the challenge leaving Serbia to her fate, then at least the path to the Balkans 
and the Ottoman Empire would be free and probably at the same time the Franco­
Russian alliance would have been broken. 7 From all this the alleged passive fatalism 
of Bethmann Hollweg appears as a definitely active policy which attempted to exploit 
the apparently favourable opportunity to improve, on a permanent basis, the restricted 
position of the Reich in Europe by weakening both France and Russia. This was 
consistent with the overall aim to win a position of military, economic and political 
preeminence in the east and west of the Reich.8 
One year later in October 1965 at the Historians' Congress in Vienna, Fischer 
formulated his theses even more succinctly. That is to say, even after an additional 
year of criticism, instead of modifying his position, Fischer stated that Germany in 
August 1 9 14  not only willingly accepted the risk of a world war emerging from the 
Austro-Serbian crisis but that the German government wanted this great war, and 
therefore prepared it and brought it about. 9 
Various factors had caused Germany to make a bid for world power in August 
1 914 .  Firstly her situation in European affairs was becoming more and more unfavour­
able ; secondly Germany was increasingly unable to achieve her extensive economic, 
political and military goals by mere threats of war ; thirdly, various important German 
bankers had confirmed that from the spring of 1 9 14  there was a crisis in German 
commercial policy ; fourthly, the domestic situation was, in the eyes of the conserva­
tives, threatening the old order ; and finally there was the possibility that Austria­
Hungary could detach herself from the ever-tightening grip of her Teutonic ally-a 
fact which would have ruined Germany's hopes of world power. All these factors then 
caused Germany to attempt a "break-out" (Durchbruch nach vorne) and to lay the 
foundations of real world power in a so-called Hegemonialkrieg. At the same time 
the old conservative anti-parliamentarian and anti-democratic system would be 
preserved.1° Fischer continued by saying that this war had been prepared in the 
following way : 11 
(1) by the intensification since 1 9 1 3  by the press (with government approval)
of the encirclement hysteria. 
(2) by the books of men such as Frobenius and Bernhardi who described the 
war, i .e .  the great European Hegemonialkrieg as certain and necessary. 
(3) by measures in the economic sphere for economic mobilisation. 
(4) by measures in the military sphere in 1 9 1 3  to increase the size of the army. 
(5 ) by measures in the diplomatic sphere in negotiations with England to ensure 
her neutrality-at least for a time-in case of a European war. 
(6) by measures in the domestic sphere where two tendencies ran parallel : 
firstly, the efforts of Bethmann Hollweg to bind the Social Democrats to the 
existing state by playing up the danger of Russian despotism ; secondly, in 
case this should fail, to implement a coup d' etat which had been planned 
intensively since the spring of 19 14  should a war break out. 
'Ibid. cf. the diaries of Kurt Riezler who was Bethmann Hollweg's closest adviser. Entries here 
indicate that Germany did not expect Russia to ignore the Austro-German challenge. 
8/bid, 
"Fritz Fischer, "Deutschlands Schuld am Ausbruch des Ersten Weltkriegs", Die Zeit, 3 Sep­
tember 1965, p. 30. 
1 0/bid. 
11/bid. 
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By the summer of 1914, the war had been psychologically, militarily, politically, 
diplomatically and economically prepared; it remained only to spark it off.12 
The all-important provision for the success of the German calculation was, 
however, that the war began in the Balkans, and that Austria-Hungary should appear 
threatened in that region by Russia ; this would guarantee the loyalty of Austria­
Hungary to the German alliance, and if Russia could be provoked into taking the 
first open step to war in the Balkans, England would surely remain neutral-a vital 
pre-requisite to German success. And, as Stumm and Tschirsky had stated in the 
spring of 1914 such a Russian-Austrian conflict could be provoked over-night in the 
Balkans. Thus at any time the Greek-Turkish conflict, the Greek-Bulgarian conflict 
or the Albanian question could be "escalated" into the third chapter of the Balkan 
war, "in which we will all be taking part" (Wilhelm 11) .13 
Thus, according to Fischer, Germany was not merely in a posture of war like 
all the other powers but was rather on the prowl awaiting a favourable moment in 
which to strike like a beast of prey (see p.227). This implied characterisation of German 
policy in 1914 has provoked the remarkable outcry among German historians today. 
It is, however, a characterisation of Imperial Germany which had and still has wide 
currency in Western Europe and the entire Anglo-Saxon world. Indeed, it was largely 
the image in minds of contemporary Englishmen.14 This means that it has taken 
some fifty years for a German scholar to emerge and propound a thesis on German 
imperialism which corresponds to the views held by the majority of Western scholars 
ever since 1914. Indeed Fischer's work is the first major German contribution to the 
problem and it has questioned the taboo of German innocence which had labor­
iously been built up over the last fifty years by successive political regimes supported 
by conservative or mildly conservative-liberal German historians.15 
Fischer's Methodology 
It would indeed be a rash German historian who propounded such a nationally 
damaging thesis if it were not based on the most reliable sources and worked out by 
the most invulnerable scientific method. The sources used are of course the most 
complete and reliable ones ever likely to be at the disposal of an historian working on 
imperial German war aims. The most exhaustive works hitherto produced on the 
subject, viz. those of the Americans, H. W. Gatzke, H. C. Meyer and G. Craig were 
12lbid. For a most lucid summary of the Fischer thesis on the outbreak of the war see the work of 
one of his most prominent pupils, Dr. !manuel Geiss, Juli 1914, (Miinchen : DTV, 1965) pp . 373-380. 
This essay is appended to a selection of the diplomatic documents which surround the crisis and is a 
landmark of historical revision on a topic upon which many an historian able and otherwise has 
felt compelled to write. An English edition now exists entitled : July 1914-The outbreak of the First 
World War: selected Documents (London : B. T. Batsford, 1967) . 
13fbid. 
14lf the publications of contemporary observers are any guide. cf. F. J. C. Hearnshaw, Main 
Currents of European History 1 815-1915  (London, 1917) ; Charles Sarolea, The Anglo-German Problem 
(London, 191 5) ;  Sir Theodore Cook, The Mark of the Beast (London, 1917) ; W. Dawson, What is 
Wrong with Germany (London, 1915) .  For a study of English historiography on Germany from the 
beginning of the 19th century to mid-20th century see Manfred Messerschmidt, Deutschland in 
englischer Sicht (Dusseldorf: Triltsch, 1955). 
16lmanuel Geiss, "The Outbreak of the First World War and German War Aims", Journal of 
Contemporary History, I, No. 3 (1966), 78.  Here Geiss reveals the official nature of the post-1919 
German innocence campaign by the Foreign Office. This campaign had the support of many notable 
historians such as Hans Delbriick and Friedrich Thimme (editor of Die Grosse Politik) . But none of 
them produced a large scale work comparable to those of Pierre Renouvin, Bernadotte E. Schmitt 
or Luigi Albertini. Indeed, Albertini's work had been virtually ignored in Germany. Instead the 
German governments as well as the conservative historians were content to accept the findings of 
amateur writers such as Alfred von Wegerer, an ex-army officer, who wrote Der A usbruch des Welt­
krieges 1914, (Hamburg, 1939). See also Alfred von Wegerer, A Refutation of the Versailles War­
Guilt Thesis (New York : Alfred A. Knopf, 1930). 
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based on previously accessible printed sources.16 The work of Professor Werner Conze 
of Heidelberg in this general field treated German policy towards Poland during the 
First World War and is based on private papers and documents of the German Foreign 
Office but even it does not give a full account of German annexionist aims in Poland.17 
Fischer, however, using the documents of the so-called German Zentralbehorden 
(central ministries) attempts to present a survey of the total question of the imperial 
German war aims with special consideration of those in the east, i .e .  in Russia and tbe 
Near East.l8 He admits that it is impossible to analyse the totality of German war 
aims in the west, east, southeast and overseas in relation to the various elements 
formulating these aims such as German industry, political parties, "patriotic" pressure 
groups and state parliaments. The sheer volume of material here did not permit an 
analysis in detail. Rather, Fischer has attempted to trace in broad strokes the direction 
of German war aims leaving the production of highly detailed studies until a later 
dateP 
Granted this, Fischer claims to have illuminated imperial German policy before 
and during the world war. It was not his aim to highlight the policies of the Chancellor, 
Bethmann Hollweg, the Supreme Command (OHL) or any particular individual, 
but rather to analyse the totality of the German political will. In sifting the documents 
Fischer was on the look-out for sources which showed the development of the form­
ation of political will (politische Willensbildung) which in turn led to the formulation 
of German war aims. The most rewarding sources from this point of view were not so 
much those of the Foreign Office but those of the Imperial and Prussian Archives. 
Previously research had restricted itself to what Foreign Office documents were 
available (such as Die Grosse Politik) and to the memoirs of leading personalities 
involved. But these documents were never complete, and secondly, memoirs have, to 
say the least, sources of questionable value. What Fischer says about the Foreign 
Office documents is perhaps very significant. He would regard Foreign Offices primar­
ily as institutions to facilitate transactions between the states and by no means the 
sole creators, if indeed creators at all, of the "political will". That is why the above­
mentioned documents were for him much more valuable. They reflected the con­
scientious off-stage preparatory work of officials and it is these documents which 
form the basis of Fischer's work. 20 Such documents as those of the civil and military
departments and of the administration of the occupied areas, says Fischer, give in­
sight into the ideas and aims of the German ruling strata (about themselves) (Selbs­
tverstandnis und Zielsetzung der deutschen Fiihrungsschicht) . Furthermore, Fischer 
points out that the work of these departments contributed to the formation of the 
political will. 
It is this emphasis by Fischer of the community of aims of all those elements of 
German society which comprised "Imperial Germany" which is new. Previously one 
had restricted investigation to a scrutiny of the events in the crisis and the negotiations 
which emerged therefrom. One had not deemed it necessary or even feasible to 
establish what each participating country (or rather the ruling strata in each case) 
really had for long-term aims. It was (and is) understood that every nation-state 
16Fritz Fischer, "Deutsche Kriegsziele" in Lynar, Ernst W. Graf: Deutsche Kriegszie/e 1914-
1918 .  Frankfurt/M-Berlin 1964, p. 1 8f. (1) Hans W. Gatzke : Germany's Drive to the West. A Study 
of Germany's Western War Aims during the First War. (Baltimore : 1950). (2) Henry Cord Meyer : 
Mitte/europa in German Thought and Action, 1 8 1 5-1945. (The Hague : 1955). (3) Gordon A. Craig : 
The Politics of the Prussian Army 1 640-1945 . (London : 1955). 
17lbid. See Werner Conze, Polnische Nation und Deutsche Politik im Ersten Weltkrieg, (Ki:iln & 
Graz : 1958). 
18/bid. , p.2 1 .  The documents used were those in Potsdam (documents of the Imperial Chancellory 
and offices), in Bonn (documents of the political section of the Foreign Office), in Vienna (documents 
of the political archives in the Austrian State Archives) as well as important collections in the Bun­
desarchiv in Coblenz and the old Preussisches Geheimes Staatsarchiv in Merseburg, East Germany. 
19fbid. 
••Fritz Fischer, "Weltpolitik, Weltmachtstreben und deutsche Kriegsziele", Historische Zeit­
schrift, CXCIX (1964), 270 :  (Hereafter HZ).
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acted (and acts) in any case out of motives of self-interest. Given this presupposition 
it would therefore only be necessary to establish which country was first to resort to 
force of arms to gain her ends and that country would be the one guilty of disturbing 
the international peace. This was part of German thinking in the July crisis 1 9 14  
when, a s  Fischer asserts, the German government was at pains to  cast Russia in the 
role of aggressor. 21 However, the documents examined by Fischer reveal a clear 
German will to war for particular aims which had been shaped over many years and 
which gained expression in August 1 9 14.  And this was the will of "Imperial Germany" . 
Fischer maintains that it is wrong for research to concentrate on the person of 
Bethmann Hollweg in trying to establish Germany's true role in the outbreak of the 
First World War. The figure of the imperial Chancellor as a sensitive, basically 
level-headed statesman torn between the recognition of reality and the possible on 
the one hand and the temptation to yield to the intoxication of power on the other 
cannot be the true key to Germany's real aims. Admittedly, however, such a figure 
at the very centre of policy making cannot be ignored. In this respect Fischer had 
tried to set Bethmann Hollweg in the fabric of the power situation and power re­
lationships within the Prusso-German Empire before and during the war ( . . . in das 
Gejlecht der Kriiftelagerung und Machtverhiiltnisse des preussischdeutschen Reiches 
vor dem Kriege und unter den Bedingungen des Krieges.).22 
So, as Fischer points out, his method was not to give biographical sketches of 
leading personalities but to analyse structures and tendencies and the imperial war 
policy which actually grew out of them. Further, the fact that Bethmann Hollweg was 
the official leader of imperial policy does not mean that he has to be the centre of 
historical interest. Rather Fischer's method was to expose the ideological, institutional 
and economic forces at work around the Chancellor and the imperial government. 
To do this Fischer has tended to let the documents speak for themselves. Thereby, 
one discovers the voice of Prussia-Germany and particularly that of the "ruling 
strata" (Fiihrungsschicht) which described itself as, and claimed to be, the "Nation" . 23 
All this must be considered, to say the least, as a new and, in a sense, daring 
approach because Fischer is trying to establish a concrete connection between the 
aspirations, ideals and mentality (Denkformen) of the above defined "Nation" before 
1 9 14  and its behaviour thereafter until 1 9 1 8 .  He tries to show that the policies of the 
German government were determined by the ideas and concrete aims of what we 
would call the "establishment" . In order to do this Fischer uses an empirical-de­
ductive method which is clearly reflected in the structure of his book. The introduction 
consists of a well rounded essay on the trends in German imperialism from 1 870 to 
1 9 14 where the aspirations of the young empire (or rather its leaders) are exposed, and 
this is followed by a detailed examination of the negotiations which surround the 
Sarajevo assassination crisis. The picture which emerges here is a very negative picture 
of German diplomacy both in its aims and its style: Germany is seen craftily plotting 
to provoke Russia into war while striving to maintain a semblance of peaceful in­
tentions. 
The remainder of the book then investigates the war aims and their implementa­
tion throughout the course of the war. This is done chronologically in three main 
sections. 24 The pattern that emerges is that the broad aims in each sphere of the war 
were clearly adumbrated well before 1 9 1 4  and that they were by no means thought of 
for the first time after hostilities had begun as mere reactions to enemy moves. Further­
more, these aims were maintained by the German government for the entire duration 
21Fischer, Griff, p. 78.  
22Fischer, "Weltpolitik . . .  ", p. 271 . 
23/bid . 
24Fischer really attempts a summary of the contents and development of German war-aims 
programmes with specia1 emphasis on the weapon of revolutionising of Russia and the Near East 
by subversion from Sept. 1 914 to Autumn 1918 .  All these goals are seen as having their roots in 
Wilhelmine imperialism before 1914. 
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of the war. This is to say there was a so-called maximal programme. But even in the 
case of only a partial military success the German leaders were determined to maintain 
the core of that programme and were only prepared to modify their claims on peri­
pheral issues. They did not at any stage contemplate a return to the status quo of 
1 9 14. The mentality of the German government was such that any termination of 
the war on the basis of the status quo was regarded as a "rotten" peace ( ein fauler 
Frieden) or a "peace of abandonment"* (Verzichtfrieden) which was equated with 
virtual loss of the war.25 Even as late as 8 August 1 9 1 8  (the "black day" after the 
allied general offensive in the west) the German leaders remained confident of final 
victory and even after further serious reverses they were reluctant to give up the 
illusion of victory and to draw the consequences. 26 
Thus Fischer pictures Imperial Germany as a power whose leaders were un­
scrupulous and incorrigible, nurtured in the doctrine of power as preached by many 
leading German scholars, who despised the "decadent" and liberal West as well as 
the feudal, despotic East and who claimed world power as Germany's destiny. 
However, Fischer does not stop here ; in his conclusion he points out that important 
representatives of Imperial Germany kept alive the old war aims during the Weimar 
period. Gustav Stresemann for example had never given up his dream of a German 
hegemony over central Europe. And the senior general in the Weimar republic, and 
former imperial general, von Seeckt, a member of the Reichstag had always been a 
champion of a military solution to Germany's traditional aims. This same general 
assisted the Nazis in seizing power as a member of the Harz burg Front. 27 
The suggestion is, of course, that Hitler's expansionist aims have their roots in 
those prior to 1 9 14. And it is this continuity of aims from Imperial to Nazi Germany 
as well as the imputation of the chief responsibility to Germany for the outbreak of 
the First World War that has given rise to the controversy around Professor Fischer's 
revelations and interpretations of recent German history. 
II 
Obviously the provocative and revolutionary nature of the Fischer thesis has 
called forth energetic and emotional reaction from some of Germany's most senior and 
highly respected historians. Chief among these was Professor Gerhard Ritter.28 He 
belonged to that generation of Germans whose values were formed before the First 
World War and is a product of the Imperial Germany which, according to Fischer, 
made an aggressive bid for world power. It is, therefore, not surprising that Ritter 
tries to rescue the image of the Fatherland which the younger Fischer (b. 1 908) has 
besmirched so unpatriotically. 
The criticisms which Ritter regards as damning to Fischer's thesis are interesting 
precisely because they indicate a virtual refusal to understand what Fischer has set 
out to do. Ritter claims that Fischer again and again misinterprets the documents, 
*i.e. abandonment of initial aims. 
25Fischer, Gr(lf. p. 104. See also Fischer, Weltmacht oder Niedergang (Frankfurt am Main 1965) 
pp. 79-97. 
26Fischer, Griff. pp. 843 ff. 
27/bid. ,  p. 836. cf p. 12 where Fischer says: "On the other hand the book points beyond its own 
immediate scope in that it shows up particular patterns of thought and goals during the First World 
War which have continued to be active. From this point of view it may also be a contribution to the 
problem of continuity in German history from the First to the Second World War." 
••Gerhard Ritter (1 888-1967), pupil of Hermann Oncken and formerly Professor of History at 
Freiburg. During his retirement until his recent death (July, 1967) Ritter had been devoting himself to 
the problem of militarism in German history. He was the foremost representative of the conservative­
Lutheran historians in post-war Germany and as such the counter part of Franz Schnabel (1887-
1966), a Roman Catholic liberal and doyen of German liberal historians. He had occupied the chair 
of ModC?rn H!story in Munich. Ritter's last work, a planned four-volume survey of modern German 
history IS entitled Staatskunst und Kriegshandwerk-Das Problem des Militarismus in Deutschland
(Mi.inchen : Oldenbourg Verlag, 1965). 
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for Ritter can or will not understand the question Fischer is trying to answer from 
the sources, viz. what were the war aims of the German ruling classes? Ritter accuses 
Fischer of being guilty of an inductive methodology, of knowing what he has to prove 
and using the documents accordingly. 29 This, of course, is very strong criticism since 
it implies that Fischer's work has no real scientific merit. Ritter claims that Fischer's 
choice of sources has been tendentious and that while it is correct for German scholars 
to investigate the recent past without concern for patriotic feelings, Fischer has done 
so without any sense of scientific or political responsibility. 30 
What is meant here by a lack of political responsibility will be dealt with in the 
second part of this paper. Ritter's  "scientific" objections to Fischer's methodology 
and conclusions will now be discussed. 
Above all, Ritter's criticisms register shock and regret that a German scholar 
such as Fischer could depict such a negative image of the Fatherland. One gains the 
impression of an old man trying to preserve what was good and positive in Imperial 
Germany against the ruthless iconoclasm of a Philistine who, though a son of the 
soil, failed to imbibe the true spirit of those halcyon days of the Wilhelmine Empire 
before 1 9 14. The core of Ritter's position is illuminated when he says : 
No one disputes (or should do so) that Germany in the Age of Imperialism and 
also in the World War, had struggled to become a world power . . . . It is, however, 
disputed that she therefore unleashed the World War and persisted in the effort 
to found an Imperium Germanicum . . .  31 
And further Ritter states : 
It is the undisputed merit of Fischer's efforts to have investigated the ideas of a 
very large hitherto little known circle of people on "war aims". However, when 
he throws them all into one and the same pot of damnation-ministers, bureau­
crats, industrialists, bankers, diplomats, parliamentarians of different parties and 
officers of the general staff-because none was prepared for a renunciation of 
power, i .e .  to remain unconditionally satisfied with the status quo, then he robs 
himself of the best fruits of his research. 32 
In casting doubt on the thesis from this angle Ritter comes closest to attacking 
its very core. He accuses Fischer of using concepts from the sphere of sociology such 
as Fiihrungsschicht (ruling strata) the structure of which Fischer claims to analyse 
politically. What Ritter continues to say reveals, however, that he himself accepts 
the existence of a "ruling class" (of very checkered composition) which did not only 
cultivate a strongly aggressive spirit lusting after power during the war but also pro­
duced some rather fantastic annexionist aims. But, Ritter says this is by no means 
new and by saying this he wishes to imply that Fischer's methodology is irrelevant.33 
Again Ritter admits that the Chancellor Bethmann Hollweg was the recipient 
of a flood of memoranda and commission reports which he conscientiously sifted 
before coming to a decision on policy. Many of these documents were memoranda on 
"war aims" and Ritter maintains that Fischer selected those which supported his 
basic thesis without asking whether they represented official war aims of the Imperial 
Government or whether they were merely preliminary studies or considerations. 
Further, Ritter enquires whether one may directly associate the memoranda and 
programmes which emerged during Bethmann's period of office (July 1 909 to July 
1 9 1 7) with the later period of the sole rule of the Supreme Army Command. Also 
Ritter regards the fact that Bethmann (in Ritter's view) never championed a "maximal 
29Gerhard Ritter, "Eine neue Kriegsschuldthese?" in Lynar, op.cit. , p. 1 33 .  
30Gerhard Ritter, "Zur Fischer-Kontroverse", HZ, CC (1965) 783 .  
31Ibid. , p.  785. 
""Ibid. , p. 784. 
""Ibid. 
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programme" to be very damaging to Fischer's thesis of the continuity of Germany's 
alleged striving for world power.34 
It is Ritter's chief aim to show that German policies were not really supplied or 
moulded by the various "pressure groups" and that their chauvinistic pressure on the 
government to go to war had no real effect on the actual formulation of policy, Ritter 
seeks for example to minimise the importance of several papers by leading German 
bank directors between 1900 and 19 12  which dealt with the task of the German banks 
in case of war. He also scolds Fischer for not mentioning the efforts of those German 
business "tycoons" such as the shipping magnate, Albert Ballin, who worked for an 
understanding with England. Again, Fischer was guilty of being blind to evidence of 
opposition to the annexionist enthusiasts. The opponents of government policy and 
the politicians who were ready to reach an understanding with the enemy did not get 
adequate illumination by Fischer. 35 
Overall, the Fischer thesis is one-sided in Ritter's view. Fischer allegedly exagger­
ated the effect of the demands of the German economic leaders on Government 
policy and refused to differentiate sufficiently when making judgments about e.g. the 
aims the Kaiser on one hand and Bethmann on the other, had in mind. He also 
attached far too much importance to the marginal jottings of the Kaiser on dis­
patches and other documents. These often contained very jingoistic comments and 
Ritter warns that they are not indicative of the true attitude of Imperial Germany 
because the Kaiser only wrote them to give his ministers and Generals the impression 
that he was a strong and determined ruler which in fact he was not. 36 
Other aspects of Griff nach der Weltmacht which disqualify it from being a truly 
scholarly contribution to German historiography include the presentation of situa­
tions where the reader is left to draw his own conclusions about German diplomacy 
which are usually negative ones. This style of sustained innuendo irritates Ritter. 37 
Indeed, he regards the style as rhetorical and journalistic and by no means conforming 
to the norms accepted by the discipline of scientific history in Germany.38 In short 
Fischer is guilty of very superficial tendentious work, of glossing over profound 
differences and significant nuances all of which led him to dangerous over-simplifica­
tion , especially for the imperfectly informed reader. 
To return to Ritter's own position on Imperial Germany's war aims : He asks was 
it really our aim to drive Russia from the Balkans, or was it not rather the aim to 
maintain Austria-Hungary as a great power? In other words are we to understand 
German policy in 1 9 1 4  as aggressive or defensive?39 
By posing this question Ritter wants to say that after reading Fischer's work 
we are really none the wiser. All Ritter himself implies is that Germany was in the 
posture of war like all the other imperial powers but that during the Sarajevo crisis 
she pursued a defensive policy. In none of his criticisms of Fischer does he really 
succeed in isolating what the decisive war policies actually were. He is mainly con­
cerned with casting doubt on Fischer's methodology and interpretations. 
Egmont Zechlin (b . 1 897), also a Professor of History at the University of Ham­
burg, has emerged as one of Fischer's most decided opponents-all the more ironical 
since both belong to the same department in Hamburg University where their offices 
are situated side by side. 40 In contrast to Ritter who attempts to minimise the signi­
ficance of the documents and the methodology employed, as well as challenging the 
feasibility of Fischer's actual question (Fragestellung), Zechlin puts forward an 
alternative thesis as to why Germany went to war in August 1 9 1 4. This could be 
34Ibid. , p. 784. 
3 5Ibid. 
36Ibid. , p. 786. 
37Ritter, "Eine neue Kriegsschuldthese?" in Lynar, op.cit. ,  p. 129. 
""Ritter, "Zur Fischer Kontroverse", 787. 
39Ritter, "Eine neue Kriegsschuldthese?" in Lynar, op.cit. ,  pp. 1 40-141 . 
40Der Spiegel, 2 May 1 966, p. 1 10. 
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called the "Perfidious Albion Thesis" because England is saddled with the chief 
responsibility if not for the outbreak, then for the intensity and duration of the war 
since she failed to recognize Germany's real aims and was insincere in her own.U 
Zechlin's thesis is as follows : German policy even before the Sarajevo crisis had 
given up the idea of rapprochement with England because she was at that time 
negotiating a naval agreement with Russia. This meant that in the event of a European 
conflagration, England would not remain neutral. Indeed, Anglo-German relations 
had, due to the Anglo-Russian naval talks, deteriorated into a "crisis of trust" 
(Vertrauenskrise). This would refute the Fischer thesis about the outbreak of the war 
since it claimed that the German government was hoping up to the last minute to 
keep England neutral so that Germany could deal with France.42 
Germany, according to Zechlin, actually expected war over the Serbian crisis 
with England on the side of Russia and France. The Germans became involved as 
follows : Austria-Hungary requested from Germany the necessary support to enable 
her to engage in a punitive military action against Serbia which was the centre of the 
southern Slavic movement and an outpost of Russian Pan-Slavism. The Austrian 
aim was to eliminate Serbia as a power factor on the Balkans because of the danger 
of the establishment of a Russian hegemony in the region. Against this, Austria 
aimed to prevent the decay of the empire and at the same time to create a Balkan 
federation under patronage of the Triple Alliance. Imperial Germany decided to 
support her ally, aware of the risks involved, because of the following motives :43 
( l )  With aggressive tactics it appeared necessary, possible and even attainable 
to help Austria to political success and thereby prevent the decay of Austria­
Hungary as a large power and also to prevent her from swinging into the 
Entente camp. 
(2) With the expected escalation of the conflict to a European crisis the pos­
sibility emerged of a breakdown of the Entente-either through a deepening 
of Anglo-German cooperation in the crisis or by a disgruntled Russia which 
would unilaterally loosen the ties of the Entente-a constant worry to the 
British policy makers. 
(3) Due to the peculiarity of the timing and with the urging of a local war on 
Serbia, there emerged the preparedness of the German government for 
a continental war. The possibility of Russian interference was not to be 
excluded even if -as Berlin speculated and for this reason pressured Vienna­
the [localised war] should succeed by a rapid attack on Serbia which would 
confront the world with a fait accompli. 
41Egmont Zechlin, "Deutschland zwischen Kabinetts-und Wirtschaftskrieg", HZ CXCJX 
(1964) 348-349. 
Here Zechlin sees in Sir Edward Grey's denial 24 June, 1 9 1 3  of secret Anglo-Russian naval 
agreements to Germany (when in reality the Germans already knew about them) a confirmation of 
Grey's insincerity. Also Zechlin says the German government then had good reason to doubt the 
value of pursuing a course of rapprochement with England even though at that very time, the pacts 
over the Portuguese colonies and the Bagdad railway had been signed with that power. The Germans, 
according to Zechlin, therefore held England to be more deeply committed to the Entente system than 
was reconcilable with a policy of a "free hand". This Anglo-Russian naval agreement spoilt any 
further chances of a German approach to England. 
42See Fischer, Griff, pp. 78-79 ; cf his contribution in Beiheft G WU, 65. 
43Zechlin, "Deutschland zwischen Kabinetts-und Wirtschaftskrieg" , pp. 353-354. 
Since writing the above, Zechlin has reformulated the motives for Germany's calculation of 
war in 1 914. The reason for this revision is the discovery of evidence which shows that the chief of 
the German general staff, von Moltke, had influenced the government between 20 May and 3 June 
1914  to consider a so-called preventive war before the allied French and Russians became too strong 
(see Der Spiegel, op.cit . ,  p. 1 1 0) .  Here he summarises Germany's motives as follows: 1) The security 
of the Reich as a great power and the maintenance of Austria-Hungary. 2) The problem of the military 
power of the Entente becoming too great and thus posing a threat to the existence of the Reich. 
These types of considerations were the basic ones made in power politics and as such hardly 
constituted a "programme" to gain concrete economic and power political goals. cf Zechlin's 
letter to editor of Der Spiegel, 30 May (1966). 
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(4) The danger of an English entry into the war was seen and regarded as a 
profound change in the strategic and political situation. It was hoped this 
could have been avoided but Germany saw herself compelled to accept this 
danger . . . .  Bethmann Hollweg during the war [had said] that German 
policy ever since the first Morocco crisis of 1 904 had been forced increasingly 
from crisis to crisis "to a policy of most extreme risk and that was a risk which 
increased with each repetition" . That this would scarcely be possible two or 
three years later virtually necessitated the July [diplomatic] offensive. 
This attitude emerged from the political atmosphere, viz. that wars, like 
natural disasters, were in the final analysis unavoidable and had to be accepted 
fatalistically. It is this otherwise concealed trait in the thinking of Bethmann 
H ollweg which, particularly during the July crisis, emerged from the diary 
of his confidential adviser Riezler. Bethmann was aware that the Austro­
Hungarian ultimatum to Serbia was a "leap in the dark" . It was, however, 
his "duty"-as Jagow expressed it-"out of the feeling that the iron ring 
around us would close ever more tightly" and this, in the face "of the 
threatening growth of Russian strength and the ever more agressive tenden­
cies of Pan-Slavism, would finally have dangerous consequences". 
It was, according to Zechlin, the "crisis of trust" between England and Germany 
caused by the Anglo-Russian naval talks which gave rise to the type of German 
thinking outlined above.44 This had been overlooked by Professor Fischer. 
To outline the rest of Zechlin's thesis : Germany did calculate that she would be 
going to war against Russia, France and England because in the spring of 1 9 1 4  it was 
apparent that Germany's essential interests were endangered and because she was 
obliged out of considerations of national honour not to back down. Germany did 
not, however, imagine she could defeat England but she believed she had to take the 
risk. This was not irrational because Germany reckoned that England would only be 
interested in a short war. That is to say England would not conduct the struggle as one 
for hegemony but simply short and formally within the frame-work of the European 
system of the balance of power. That the German government was thinking in terms 
of a Kabinettskrieg could be proved by reflection on questions of contemporary 
politics, economics and international law. However, this concept was shattered in the 
first weeks of the war. From 4 September 1 9 14  on, the German government recognised 
the developing war for hegemony in Europe (Hegemonialkrieg) against England. 
Germany was then forced to seek means to fight against this strategically invulnerable 
opponent. An important element of this was the extension of the central European 
internal market. In this context belonged the September Programme (see footnote 5 ) .  
However, i t  soon became apparent that the establishment of  a central European 
economic union as a means of combating England was not feasible as a temporary 
war-time measure. At that time a final decision for a closed continental economic 
bloc appeared to the world-wide oriented German policy as impossible. So this plan 
was dropped after six weeks on 22 October 1 9 14  and the basic directives of the 
September memorandum formally given up. With the attempts to gain a separate 
peace in November 1 9 14  a new phase in the hostilities began in which for the rest of 
the war Germany conducted the struggle merely to convince England of the impossi­
bility of an allied victory over Germany.45 Indeed England had misunderstood Ger­
many's intention to conduct a Kabinettskrieg i .e .  a war merely to preserve the tradi­
tional European balance of power and instead wrongly imputed to Germany the 
ambition to establish an hegemony in Europe ! England then prosecuted the war 
••Ibid. , pp. 354-355 .  The Germans were fully instructed on these talks since a Baltic-German 
official in the Russian Embassy in London informed Berlin on the Anglo-Russian correspondence. 
45Zechlin, "Die deutschen Kriegsziele im Ersten Weltkrieg", Beiheft G WU, 63-64. 
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with unexpected force and tenacity. Germany had originally expected that after a short 
war normal diplomatic and commercial relationships could be resumed. 46 
Zechlin is adamant that Germany merely wanted to re-establish the accustomed 
European balance. Germany had simply exercised her "right" as a great power to 
exert armed force at that point where in her judgment her interests were best served. 
England misunderstood this "right" and compelled Germany to an unfortunate 
prolongation of the war.47 Further, Zechlin would evaluate German government 
plans for the extension of the German economy and political influence which emerged 
during the war as merely the discussion about the means by which the war might best 
be prosecuted. These plans were not what Fischer wrongly regarded as permanent 
war aims.48 
So does Egmont Zechlin attempt to refute his colleague. Other German scholars 
have been provoked to comment on Fischer's research but have not conducted the 
debate with such fervour or gone into such detail as Ritter or Zechlin. Nevertheless, 
because these historians enjoy a high reputation in their own country and abroad, their 
contribution to this debate is worthy of notice. Thereby some impression is gained 
as to how the best informed Germans think about their eventful past and how they 
are trying to interpret it to the present generation. 
III 
Professor Hans Herzfeld of Berlin is, like Gerhard Ritter, a product of that 
Imperial Germany which is under attack by Fischer.49 However, he takes up a position 
far less emotional than his colleague. Nevertheless, he attempts to unburden the 
German Empire of the guilt which Fischer seems to claim it incurred in 1 9 14- 1 9 1 8 .  
H e  implies that the historian should try more t o  understand the situations with 
which he is dealing. For example one could readily appreciate the fact that the five­
hundred-year-old Austrian empire faced with fragmentation would do its utmost 
to prevent this catastrophe.5° Further, although German aims appear in retrospect 
to have been illusory, nevertheless it was understandable that Germany should 
demand equality with the other world powers. For Herzfeld it was a "global error" 
when the continental powers of 1 9 14  could not distinguish the difference between 
themselves and the real world powersY He has therefore countered Fischer's thesis of 
a continuity of German war aims with one of a continuity of unfortunate crises or 
rather permanent crisis .  52 
While Herzfeld gives due recognition to Fischer for his timely initiative in 
opening up the entire question of the nature of Wilhelmine imperialism, he regards 
Griff nach der Weltmacht as merely a preliminary, very general study which could not 
claim to reveal the totality of the complex and competing forces which made up 
Imperial Germany. 53 Whereas Fischer demonstrates a similarity of German aims at 
various points throughout the war he fails to investigate the situation between these 
points. That is to say the historian may not assume a connection between A1 and A2 
merely because they are similar in appearance. It is rather the duty of the historian 
to investigate the peculiar situation which produced each one. If this was done in the 
case of imperial German war aims it would be seen that there was a great deal of 
uncertainty, hesitancy and procrastination among the leaders. Particularly the 
46Zechlin, "Probleme des Kriegskalki.ils und der Kriegsbeendigung im ersten Weltkrieg", G WU 
(1 965) 69-76, cited by Fischer, Weltmacht, pp. 1 5-17. 
47Ibid. 
48Ibid. , p. 20. 
49Karl-Heinz Janssen, "Das Duell der Historiker", Die Zeit, 17 May 1964, p.4. 
00Ibid. 
51 Ibid. 
52Hans Herzfeld, "Zur deutschen Politik im Ersten Weltkriege-Kontinuitiit oder permanente 
Krise ?" in Lynar, op.cit. ,  pp. 84-101 . 
53 Ibid. , p. 85 .  
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Kaiser himself is an example of this ; he oscillated between the extremes of chauvinistic 
assurance of Teutonic supremacy in the hour of victory and blackest despair at times 
of reverses. 54 Also the politicians evinced this characteristic. During the battle of the 
Marne (1 3 .9 . 1 9 14) Bethmann and Jagow were "sad pictures of indecision and pes­
simism" .55 With such evidence Herzfeld wishes to show that there was no really firm 
leadership and therefore there could be no uniformity in German war-aims policies. 
Fischer's picture of a unified and continuous German war-aims programme would 
require basic modification. 56 Up to the battle of the Marne, one could reasonably 
claim a uniformity of German aims but after that indecision and procrastination 
prevailed. But Herzfeld admits that this argument does not weaken the importance of 
Fischer's demonstration that the essential principles of the war-aims programme of 
9 to 12 September 1 9 14, (viz. the achievement of security for the Reich in east and 
west and the demand for parity with the other world powers) were based on pro­
found German illusions about themselves and the other nations. 57 The Germans 
overestimated their own potential-an overestimation which prevented them making 
realistic decisions, which made their war-aims policies from the beginning dependent 
upon military success or failure. Also decision making was bound to a public opinion 
which, up until September 1 9 1 8 ,  failed completely to recognise the seriousness of the 
German position and which, following its own inclination, had opted for a military 
rather than a political leadership thus persisting in an error until it was too late. With 
this interpretation of things Herzfeld seeks to replace Fischer's thesis with one of a 
"very real continuity of error in the evaluation of the position and potential of Ger­
many" on the part of its leaders. 58 
A central example of this is Bethmann Hollweg's sincere wish in 1 9 1 6  for a "Hub­
ertusburg peace"* but that he was compelled by the Generals to demand more 
territory for Germany. Therefore, Herzfeld concludes that the war aims which were 
formulated, particularly at the turn of 1 9 1 6/ 19 17, could hardly be regarded as the 
genuine expression of the will of the German government although it had accepted 
the responsibility for the effects of such a programme. 59 
There thus emerged a continuity of German aims but only an external continuity 
which is not to be confused with an internal continuity because throughout the war 
there was much oscillation in the will of the leaders. Fischer had shown up a chain of 
German war aims which were inexorably realised virtually against the will of the 
"pol itical personalities" whose real aims were different from those of the Generals. 60 
Herzfeld concludes his appraisal by saying that the complete picture of German 
war aims will be given only when the historian does not build up his interpretation 
on the actual results but examines in detail the struggles of personalities and opinions 
which preceded these results. 61 
In a similar vein Professor Golo Mann, (b . 1 909) of Karlsruhe criticises Fischer's 
work. Essentially it will not do as a history of German imperialism in the First World 
War because, although it is based squarely on the documents, it is unreal. One cannot 
gauge the atmosphere of the times from mere documents-and not everything in the 
54Ibid. , pp. 90-91 .  
5 5  Ibid. , p .  92. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Ibid. , p. 93 .  
58 Ibid. , p. 94. 
*i .e. a peace settlement resulting in no change in the territories of the belligerents as was the case 
with the Peace of Hubertusburg at the end of the Seven Years War between Austria and Prussia, 
1 763 .  
" "Ibid. , pp.  96-97. 
""lbid. , pp. 100-101 . For example the demands of the German supreme command prior to the 
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk were regarded as unwise by the Chancellor, Michaelis, but he was forced to 
accept them as was his successor Herding who took office 1 . 1 1 . 19 17, i .e. in the midst of the negotia­
tions with the Soviets. He, too, had to find himself prepared to accept the demands of the generals as 
a compromise-otherwise a military dictatorship would have resulted and that would have meant 
the "beginning of the end" . 
81Ibid. 
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documents is of historical significance. Also, eminent personalities when under pressure 
or intoxicated by success talk much nonsense. Further, events are the result of in­
teraction between two sides and it is therefore untenable to consider simply events 
on one side only-which is what Fischer had done. That is, from 856  pages, 85 5 are 
devoted to German war aims and only one to the combined aims of the French, 
Russians and English. For a valid examination of German war aims there would have 
to be an equally detailed investigation of those of the other protagonists. 62 As Mann 
expresses it, Germany was not the only beast of prey in the East European jungle ; 
the jungle as a whole has to be considered and not simply one of its beasts of prey. 63 
Another aspect of Fischer's thesis which disturbs Professor Mann is the implied 
continuity of German aims from 1 900 to 1 939, i .e .  from Chancellor Biilow to Beth­
mann Hollweg, to foreign secretary Stresemann, to Adolf Hitler. This is a view of 
German history which comes surprisingly near to that propagated by A.J.P. Taylor 
in England. 64 Golo Mann suggests with a degree of asperity that in view of the alleged 
continuity of German foreign policy Konrad Adenauer ought to be added to the 
above list of "expansionist" German statesmen.65 Nevertheless, Golo Mann admits 
there is a connexion between the two "German wars" as Ludwig Dehio had already 
indicated. Fischer' s merit lies in the fact that he has illuminated this still further and 
also that he has shown that German imperialism of 1 9 1 7  was not merely the product 
of a thin stratum of the ruling classes but rather it had roots in the depth and breath 
of the population and in the past. It is in this sense that Fritz Fischer had made a 
worthy contribution to German historiography.66 
Not all Fischer's critics have been so denigrating in their analyses as the fore­
going. Those considered to this point have tended on the whole to regard Griff nach 
der Weltmacht as unfortunate while grudgingly giving credit here and there for 
Fischer's industry, scholarly honesty and for illuminating hitherto only partially or 
dimly known aspects of German imperialistic aims. We come now to a critic whose 
general criticism is positive and whose reservations about the work are of a more 
peripheral nature. This is Fritz T. Epstein, an American historian whose field of special 
interest is Eastern Europe. His commentary is summed up as follows : " . . .  that 
here is one of the few German historical works of our day where the author achieves a 
break-through which signifies more than just another of the 'revisions' ,  from time to 
time necessary, of a permanently accepted historical image ; it is a break-through 
(otherwise the sharpness of the rejection of the book would neither be understandable 
nor justified) which in many respects is tantamount to a revolutionising of the previous 
understanding of imperial German policy in the First World War : the view that it 
was largely without direction, plan or aim is no longer tenable."67 
Fischer has revealed beside the previously known rather fantastic war aims of 
various pressure groups the secret aims of the responsible departments of Germany's 
political and military leadership. These aims, like those of the pressure groups dis­
closed unrealistic expectations and plans which undoubtedly hindered any efforts to 
arrange a peace. 68 Epstein, however, raises the question to what extent these "un­
realistic" plans on the part of the German leaders were reactions to enemy aims.69 
---- --- -
••Golo Mann, "Der Griff nach der We!tmacht",  in Lynar, op.cit., pp. 1 86-1 87.
63Ibid. , p. 192. 
64Taylor's recent work, The Origins of the Second World War "dedemonise.s" Hitler's foreign 
policies by asserting that they were essentially the same as Stresemann's-a "respectable" German 
politican. However, this interpretation is not intended to make Hitler or the German nation appear 
more reasonable. On the contrary, Taylor's aim, as always, has been to impute a certain degree of 
barbarism to the entire German people. To place Fischer in the same company as A. J. P. Taylor as 
Golo Mann does, is indeed destructive criticism coming from a reputable German historian. 
65Ibid. , p. 1 92. 
66Ibid., p.  193 .  
"'Fritz T. Epstein, "Die deutsche Ostpolitik im ersten Weltkrieg", in  Lynar, op.cit . ,  p. 1 60 .  
68Ibid., p. 161 . 
6 9Fischer, Weltmacht, pp. 79-80. Fischer maintains energetically that they were not-i.e., Ger­
many was always the initiator. See below pp. 75-83 .  
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Even with this reservation Epstein states that knowledge of Fischer's book is a 
sine qua non for anyone who in the future wishes to write or speak about German 
policy in the First World War. 70 A further merit of the work is seen in the fact that 
Fischer has opened up new areas for future research. Notable in this respect was the 
influence of the directors of Germany's economy in all its branches on actual policy­
making during the war. The demands for overseas colonies and spheres of influence in 
Europe itself by representatives of the German industrial and financial world would 
require more detailed investigation by Western historians. The exploitation of this field 
of research ought not to be left to communist historians who would obviously derive 
propagandistic advantages from such themes.71 Another area where Fischer's  research 
had thrown new light was that of the Peace of Brest-Litovsk where Fischer augments 
earlier research. Epstein thus sees in Griffnach der Weltmacht an extremely important 
preliminary study to an entire range of questions. Fischer had gone to sources pre­
viously ignored by earlier researchers in Germany. Epstein's comment : 
It is remarkable that these sources had so little attraction [for research] until 
now ; no one had the slightest idea of their destructive effect on traditional views 
and honest conviction. Fischer's  courage is all the more notable in that he did not 
shrink from attempting a total survey, in spite of the complete lack of document­
based preliminary works on large sections of his topic. 72 
Likewise does Rudolf Neck of Vienna judge Fischer's work positively. For Neck, 
Griff nach der Weltmacht is a milestone if not a turning point for German historio­
graphy. He states that a generation of Germans who have had to put aside so many 
legends should now reject the untenable standpoints in the history hand-books and 
school books and depict the period of the First World War candidly and objectively. 
It was a period, particularly with regard to the war aims questions, which created the 
preliminary conditions for Hitler's rise to power. And finally, Rudolf Neck would 
place Fischer' s book among those products of the German spirit, which, in spite of 
everything, again and again encourage the friends of the Germans not to despair of 
the German character. 73 
As the last West German voice in this section on the Historians' Debate the crit­
icisms ofLudwig Dehio (1 888-1963) are summarised bearing in mind that Dehio byvirtue 
of his own field of specialisation was perhaps the most highly qualified historian for 
a criticism of a book on Imperial Germany's war aims. 74 However, like Gerhard 
Ritter, he does not seem able to detach himself from his personal involvement in 
Wilhelmine Germany. 
' "Epstein, op.cit. , p. 1 62. 
71/bid. , p. 1 66. 
72/bid. , p. 1 67 (italics by present writer). Before leaving the comments of Fritz Epstein the at­
tention of the reader is drawn to the articles by his son, the late Klaus Epstein, on the Fischer research 
and the controversy it has unleashed. These are : 1) "German War Aims in the First World War", in 
World Politics, Vol. 1 5  No. 1 ,  October 1 962. On page 1 67 he states, "Fischer's new revelations make 
his book an important book ; what makes it great, however, is his use of his new materials to develop 
in a scholarly fashion the general thesis originally developed by publicists of the anti-German coali­
tion, that Germany deliberately aimed to become a world power." 2) "Gerhard Ritter and the First 
World War" in Contemporary History, Vol. 1 ,  No. 3, 1 966. Here Epstein critically examines Vol. III 
of Ritter's major work (see above footnote No. 26). This volume entitled Die Tragodie der Staats­
kunst. Bethmann Hollweg als Kriegskanzler 1914-1917  is an attempted refutation of Fritz Fischer 
but, "nothing in Ritter's treatment, however, refutes the major aim of Fischer's pioneering work : 
to show that Germany (or at least nearly all influential people in Germany) succumbed during the 
first world war to a collective megalomania which expressed itself in utterly unrealistic war aims and 
a grotesque inability to see the world as it actually was . . .  " p. 195 .  (Italics by present writer). 
'"Rudolf Neck, "Kriegszielpolitik im ersten Weltkrieg", in Lynar, op.cit . ,  p. 1 57 .  
74Dehio's works include : 1)  Deutschland und die Weltpolitik im 20. Jahrhundert, 1955 .  English : 
Germany and World Politics in the 20th Century (Chatto & Windus, London, 1 959). 2) Gleichgewicht 
oder Hegemonie, 1 948. English : Precarious Balance (Chatto & Windus, London, 1 963). 
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Dehio recognises and admits that German expansionist programmes during the 
First World War all had some aim of extending Germany's European borders. How­
ever, he counters by asking whether this proves that the imperial government always 
had a unified will to unleash a continental offensive-a will which was the essential 
driving force of the war. Dehio suggests that this German will to expand within Europe 
begins virtually with the frustration of the German will for a maritime offensive, i .e .  
the will to break English naval supremacy with the new German fleet (die deutsche 
Risiko.flotte) . For the fifteen years prior to the outbreak of war Germany had meth­
odically pursued this goal in a type of "cold war" . The realisation of this goal was then 
frustrated by the unexpected outbreak of the "shooting war" when Germany suddenly 
saw herself cut off from the oceans and restricted to the Continent. Then the principle 
of Staatsriison compelled Germany to give up her aspirations overseas and to revise 
the Bismarckian concept of Germany's continental "saturation" on the Continent. 75 
By and large what happened in 1 9 14- 1 8  was very similar to all previous European 
wars for hegemony. In all these, the aims of the continental power was frustrated on 
the ocean and these aims had to be replaced by greater aims on the Continent. But, as 
Dehio emphasizes, this was not voluntary ; Germany's sudden action in 19 14  was like 
a billiard ball ricochetting very abruptly.76 New improvised aims had to be made in a 
situation which was impossible to survey and they were made by a variety of men 
from industry, commerce, finance, those who wished to promote German settlement, 
those who promoted the Mitteleuropa idea, and those who had plans for the Near East 
and Africa. All of this hardly constituted a unified or clearly worked-out programme. 
Further, the German navy, frustrated at sea by England supported a plan of con­
tinental expansion but above all the German army which had been of secondary 
importance during the "Age of Imperialism", now sought to play a decisive role since 
the former naval policy had been shown up as bankrupt. But, according to Dehio, the 
army leaders were not psychologically prepared (innerlich vorbereitet) for their new 
role. They were preoccupied with inherited continental-style general-staff thinking 
and to a certain extent out of touch ( weltfremd). Their wishes were not dictated by a 
striving after world power although they were to accept this, but above all by the 
military necessities of a continental power. 
There thus emerged a conglomerate of war aims which were cemented into a 
questionable unity by the omnipresent ideas of the Pan Germans. Dehio disputes 
however, that this variety of wishes was inspired primarily by a striving for an Imper­
ium Germanicum as the fourth world power. Such a bold construction was comparable 
with an interpretation of Napoleon as exclusively a megalomaniac bent on conquest. 
Rather were the German aims inspired by the need to resist England and her powerful 
coalition once the struggle began. Thus Dehio subscribes to a somewhat refined 
"encirclement theory" . He sees German motives as primarily defensive and asks : 
did the original defensive element in German thinking recede to be replaced suddenly 
by the aggressive war aims? Indeed, were not Germans repeatedly compelled to 
defend themselves as the occupants of a beleaguered fortress? "Were their successes 
more than mere sallies? As long as these successes failed to break the circle of those 
laying siege all aggressive war aims remained mere wishes which only once achieved 
any basis in reality in Brest-Litovsk" . 77 But even this treaty which deprived Russia 
of her western provinces is regarded by Dehio as not being a contradiction of the 
defensive motive because Brest-Litovsk was a security for Germany in case of any 
future conflict. However, the necessity for security resulted in Germany being com­
pelled to occupy a position of hegemony in Europe and since this could not be achieved 
by naval power, it had to be done by military power. "So", as Dehio puts it, "the 
' "Ludwig Dehio, "Deutsch lands Griff nach der Weltmacht", Der .Monat, CLXI (1 962) 66 . 
'"Ibid. 
"Ibid. , pp. 66-67. 
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demand for security is virtually the bridge which leads from the enforced Continental 
defensive to the expected Continental offensive."78 
Dehio now asks what was the practical significance of the extravagant aims for 
expansion when compared with the real demands of defence ? What were the real 
priorities ? Were the wishes more important than defence ? Were the Germans prepared 
to continue the war for these wishes and to reject an attainable peace where the Ger­
man position would be guaranteed ? 
According to Dehio these questions would have to be answered before the 
significance of war aims which gained expression could be ascertained. But, Dehio 
asks, how does one answer them because the prospects of a negotiated peace never 
really occurred. If there had been prospects of one the politicians would not have 
appeared so bankrupt with regard to the generals as they did. In that case the dis­
proportionate role of the generals-a role they originally did not want-would 
have receded with the diminution of the military threat. In that event statesman­
ship and military strategy would have taken up their "normal" relationship to each 
other. 79 Dehio argues that if Fischer could penetrate behind the facade of the doc­
uments he would recognise that Bethmann and Kuhlmann had views differing 
widely from those of the generals. 
For Dehio German policy was compelled to take the line it did because England 
was even less interested in a negotiated peace than Germany. England was pursuing 
her traditional policy, as always since the 1 6th century of trying to defeat her continental 
rival with help of a strong coalition. She could not possibly allow Germany's success 
as that would be tantamount to a defeat from which she would never fully recover. 
For this reason England identified herself with the demands of her continental allies 
because only with their help could she realise her own aim, viz. to secure anew the 
balance of power. For this very reason England agreed to the peace treaties which 
most certainly altered the status quo to the detriment of the central powers. Again 
for reasons of preserving the continental balance, (i.e. permanent weakening of the 
central powers), the allies had proclaimed their demands for all the world to hear 
whereas the German war aims remained hidden away among the secret documents 
and have only been revealed by historical research. The German politicians had 
wanted a free hand for the negotiations. Obviously England did not want a return 
to the status quo ante because this would have meant leaving the door open for a 
future German world expansion. Indeed, as Dehio very reasonably points out, if Ger­
many had held her ground against the strongest possible coalition in the world then she 
would automatically have exercised an hegemony in Europe and a corresponding 
position in the world. Thus Germany hoped at least for a negotiated peace if not 
a complete victorious peace (Siegfrieden) .  However, these hopes were founded on a 
basic miscalculation about England's long term aims. 80 
Fischer, by neglecting to weigh up these factors had failed to see the real signific­
ance of the German war-aims documents. In the matter of a "negotiated peace" , 
too, Fischer is guilty of misinterpretation. He equated a "Wilsonian peace" with a 
"negotiated peace". The Central Powers were not of a mind to accept Wilson's 
peace proposals because this would have meant the break-up of the Austro-Hungar­
ian empire as well as the detachment of the foreign minorities within the existing 
German Reich. For the Central Powers at the peak of success early in 1 9 1 8  that 
was unacceptable as a basis for negotiation-although, as Dehio remarks, it would 
still have been better than the dictated peace of Versailles. 81 Nevertheless, the fact 
that the Central Powers rejected the Wilsonian proposals did not mean that the 
78/bid. , p. 67. 
7 9/bid. 
• 
8 0/bid. , J?..68. '.'Die permanente Fehleinschiitzung der Seemacht ist das Verhiingnis aller kon­
tmentalen Machte Ill den neueren Jahrhunderten gewesen." (The permanent miscalculation about the
naval power [England] has been the doom of all the Continental powers in recent centuries.) 
81/bid. 
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fulfilment of the German secret war aims was a sine qua non for German prepared­
ness to negotiate. Fischer had, however, wrongly drawn the conclusion that the 
Germans insisted on complete fulfilment of these secret aims. 
In his summing up of his critique on Fischer's  work, Dehio states that he wanted 
to emphasize the defensive "core" in German policy. However, he also recognised 
an aggressive element in broad German aims. This consisted of a spontaneous "cold" 
attack from the turn of the century on England's naval supremacy, i .e. an attack 
on England's  very life-blood. And this was an attack which England sought to parry 
with her continental Entente. 
However, by this Germany was forced on the defensive-first diplomatically and 
then militarily. The question is, of course, what was Germany defending ? As Dehio 
puts it, Germany was not only defending her visible borders but also her existing and 
expected share of world power. To support this view Dehio quotes Friedrich Meinecke 
who wrote in the summer of 1 9 1 7 : 
Our government supported by the vast majority of the nation will show at the 
signing of the peace that our war aims have been basically the same as that 
which we sought to achieve before we were forced to go to war : to hold our 
own among the great world powers and to gain room to breathe freely in the 
world without desire to dominate. 82 
To this extent says Dehio, the defensive core of the World War was part of an 
offensive which had already begun and which no one denied-and Germany believed 
she had the power to decide how and when this offensive would be continued. 
In this way Dehio has examined the power struggle of 1 9 14- 1 8  where he sees the 
leading countries of Europe enmeshed in the system described by Ranke in his Die 
gross en M iichte. Thus with obsolete Rankean concepts about the balance of power 
Germany began combating England's  command of the sea as Napoleon had done 
in order to pave the way for an equilibrium among free world powers as opposed to 
simply European powers as formerly.83 So did Dehio writing about 1 948 characterise 
German world policy in 1 9 14 as based on an illusion : 
In the maritime field and in world politics in general, our experience, derived 
from Continental affairs, turned into a will-o'-the-wisp that lured impulsive 
optimists all the more into the chasm between wishful thinking and reality.84 
It may now fairly be asked whether Dehio's  version of Imperial Germany's 
foreign policies with his fine distinctions between aggressive and defensive elements 
has succeeded in erecting a satisfactory counter-position to Fritz Fischer's. 
Ten years before the appearance of Fischer's work Dehio spoke of the world 
wars as Germany's struggles for hegemony85 and in his book Deutschland und die 
Weltpolitik im 20 .Jahrhundert he sees Germany forced into a struggle for hegemony 
in the world by England and then the German "will to hegemony" is clearly recog­
nised though with certain reservations. 86 When confronted by Fischer's documentation 
of this German "will to hegemony" however, Dehio is reluctant to admit its aggressive 
nature and so constructs his theory of the essentially defensive nature of Germany's 
pre-war and war-time policies-though Germany had admittedly engaged in a 
cold war with England since 1 898 (see p .  229). 
With this appraisal of Fischer's thesis by Ludwig Dehio one can hardly speak of 
successful refutation.87 Indeed, while Dehio's global judgments reveal the wisdom 
one would expect of German historians schooled in the Rankean tradition, Dehio 
82/bid. , p. 69. 
83Ludwig Dehio, Precarious Balance (London : Chatto & Windus, 1 963), pp. 1 1 -12. 
84Jbid. , p. 12 .  
8 5Theodor Schieder, "Ludwig Dehio zum Gediichtnis 1 888-1963", HZ, CCI (1965), 8 .  
86/bid. 
87/bid. 
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fails to add clarity to the vexed question of a German will to war in the situation 
of August 1 9 14  which was the culmination, as Fischer asserts, of the will of lmperial 
Germany formed over the preceding forty years. 
Perhaps the most lucid commentary on the Fischer controversy from England 
is that of James loll. 88 He sums up the thesis very succinctly as follows : 
He (Fischer) is anxious to show that Germany's plans for war and her aims 
once the war had begun were the product of the social and economic situation in 
Germany, so that the pre-suppositions of Germany's leaders and the pressures to 
which they were subjected were such that, in a sense, the personalities and 
decisions of individuals were of little importance and their choices in fact strictly 
limited by the political, social, economic, and ideological climate within which 
they were operating. 89  
It  is significant that none of Fischer's German critics has been able to sum up in the 
way Joll has done, what Fischer is trying to analyse. Those critics have ignored the 
structures and tendencies and concentrated on individual personalities and situations. 
In doing so they seem to have missed the point of the book. Joll elaborates on the 
virtue of Fischer's methodology by saying that government officials when making 
decisions do not often reveal the "underlying premises on which their decisions 
are based, and it is only by understanding these and the framework of ideas within 
which they are operating and the social and other pressures to which they are subject 
that the true ground for their actions can be comprehended. This, it seems, to me, 
is the justification of Fischer's  method . . . .  He has contributed to our understanding 
not only of the actual causes and the course of the 1 9 14- 1 8  War, but of the pre­
suppositions, the Weltanschauung, the intellectual, social and political limitations 
within which the leaders of Wilhelmine Germany were working."90 
Finally, no analysis of the Fischer controversy would be complete without 
taking cognizance of what East German commentators have had to say about it. 
For them Fischer has documented in great detail, "the aggressive total programme of 
German imperialism" . 91 Here, Fischer and his pupil !manuel Geiss, although nec­
essarily "bourgeois" historians, are praised for having both the courage and the 
insight not only to demonstrate the imperialistic goals of Wilhelmine Germany but 
also to attack the prevailing historical images about that period in West Germany. 92 
Quite obviously Professor Fischer has supplied the Marxist camp with an arsenal 
of very damning evidence showing a clear connexion between capitalism, militarism 
and imperialism. 
PART I I .  THE FISC H ER C O U NTER ARG U M ENTS 
Fischer has now published his most concise and eloquent reply to his critics 
entitled Weltmacht oder Niedergang1 where he sums up his position in seven "theses" .  
88"The 1914  Debate Continues" i n  Past and Present, No. 34, July, 1 966. (See also further com­
ments by others in this journal No. 36, April, 1967). 
89lbid. , p. 104. Joll's analysis is generally a very positive one and he scolds those who condemn 
Fischer for dealing exclusively with German war aims and for working chiefly on German documents : 
"This seems to me a silly line of attack : Fischer was writing a monograph on German war aims and 
not a history of the war" (p. 107). 
9 0lbid. , p. 1 12. 
91Werner Berthold, Gerhard Losek, Helmut Meier, "Grundlinien und Entwicklungstendenzen in 
der westdeutschen Geschichtsschreibung von 1945 bis 1964", Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der 
Karl Marx Universitiit Leipzig. (14 Jg. 1 965) 6 18-61 9. 
92lbid. 
'Fritz Fischer, Weltmacht oder Niedergang-Deutschland im Ersten Weltkrieg (Frankfurt am 
Main : Europaische Verlagsanstalt, 1965). The title of this monograph is quite intentionally borrowed 
from that of a work by Friedrich von Bernhardi who published a book under this title early in the 
war with the aim of correcting misunderstanding about Germany's aims which, although they were 
for world power were not for world domination. The English edition of this book is entitled The New 
Bernhardi-World Power or Downfall (London : C. Arthur Pearson Ltd. ,  1915). 
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Thesis I 
In Thesis I Fischer argues that Germany's Kriegspolitik of 19 14  is merely a 
logical continuation of the earlier Weltpolitik-a continuation of the striving for 
world power. This Weltpolitik had within the decade 1897- 1907 led Germany into the 
cui de sac of encirclement so that Germany's leaders saw themselves isolated within 
an "iron ring around Germany". 2 From 1907 on then the chief aim of German policy 
had been the dissolution of the Entente (Sprengung der Entente) in order to gain the 
freedom of movement which was a prerequisite to Germany's future expansion and 
her rise to the status of a Weltmacht. The mentality of the "Nation" was such that 
if Germany did not gain this freedom of movement then she might just as well abdicate 
completely as a power in the world. 3 Germans at the time saw themselves as entering 
into a struggle with England. This attitude was shared by both the intellectual elite 
and the leading representatives of the armed forces. That is to say, the idea that 
Germany would one day have to "wrestle with England for the domination of the 
world" was regarded as logical-part of Germany's destiny-by the most important 
soldiers and scholars of Wilhelmine Germany. Fischer maintains that Professors 
Ritter and Zechlin oversimplify the image of Wilhelmine Germany in that they 
fail to recognise the intellectual forces at work and the very real "will to power" 
(Machtwillen) of the state.4 This state since 1 879 had been undergoing a process of 
structural change, indeed ferment. Tensions existed not only between the forces of 
Social Democracy and capital but also between agrarian and industrial interests. But 
these latter rival forces had found a common denominator, however, by 1 896/97 : 
in the slogans Weltpolitik and Flottenpolitik (naval expansion). Thus a unifying bond 
was forged to divert the nation from the internal ferment-the old formula of creating 
an external goal for the sake of an artificial internal unity. In this sense, according to 
Fischer, the 1 9th century ended for Germany in the year 1 897. German policy had 
left the framework of the European state-system and entered that of the new world­
state system. 
This plan to build a battle fleet which illustrated the internal stagnation of 
political ideas in government circles could only gain the support of the agrarian 
interests, the petit bourgeois Liberals and the Centre parties by playing up the fiction 
that the Reich was exposed to great danger in the world. Through internal pro­
paganda which emphasized German economic and military potential, the claim to 
Weltgeltung (i.e .  international power and prestige) was made public property. That 
is to say most parties which formerly had reservations about Weltpolitik or Flot­
tenpolitik were won over. And Fischer points out that the professors were ready to 
propagate the idea of Weltpolitik as a patriotic task. Also Fischer says the German 
idea of "encirclement" was born with Flottenpolitik before the Ententes had even 
begun to crystallise. Already in the first naval crisis over Transvaal the basic character­
istics of German Weltpolitik were becoming clear : played-up economic interests, 
imagined national necessities and security requirements, demands for a free hand as 
one of the world powers with the overriding aim to improve Germany's  power 
position-al/facts born of the necessity to reduce the internalferment.5 
2Ibid. , p. 37. 
8Ibid. 
4Ibid. , pp. 37-38 .  Fischer is on strong ground here as he cites the names of many intellectuals 
including Max Weber and men of his calibre as well as leading Generals (e.g. Groener) who all had 
similar ideas about Germany's role in world politics. For example, General Bernhardi's book, 
Germany and the next War, which went through six editions by 1 91 4  was regarded as having expressed 
the sentiments of the military leaders of imperial Germany. Indeed Fischer calls Bernhardi the 
"ghostwriter" (sic) of the military and his slogan of "World Power or Downfall" was adopted by 
the "Nation", cf. Fischer, Griff op.cit. , pp. 1 7-19 .  
"Ibid. , pp.  39-40. Note that here Fischer is not confusing the metaphors of "ferment" and "stag­
nation". The internal political stagnation refers to the absence of more imaginative plans on the 
part of the government for the solution of the obvious "ferment" within German society of the time. 
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The above pattern of German Weltpolitik was again and again confirmed 
throughout the years preceding 19 14. Indeed, every diplomatic failure was renewed 
cause for Germany to persist in pursuing Weltpolitik. This was evident in all the 
pre- 19 14  crises. On the occasion of the first Morocco crisis 1 905-1 906 the Kaiser 
was being pressed by Schlieffen and Holstein to take advantage of a favourable 
situation and go to war-Russia at that time being weakened by the loss of the war 
with Japan and by revolution. The Kaiser's reaction to this pressure was agreement 
in principle with the idea of war but first there had to be more domestic as well as 
diplomatic preparation. Wilhelm's II chief domestic worry was the SPD. This party 
had to be rendered harmless, as he stated " . . .  if necessary per blood bath, and then 
war abroad. But not before hand and not a tempo. "6 
The Kaiser had actually ordered the preparation of such a war. He sought 
alliances with Turkey, Japan, Bulgaria and Serbia. He also ordered the preparation 
of an insurrection in the Islamic world. 7 These aspirations of the Kaiser and his 
government were, however, unrealistic. German diplomacy from Algeciras, indeed 
from the time of the Boer War onwards had succeeded only in driving first England 
and France, then England and Russia together. Further, Germany's involvement 
in Asia and the Pacific, Africa, South and Central America, the Balkans and in the 
Ottoman Empire brought her into competition with the other powers. And with 
this involvement went the constant danger of loss of prestige in the event of friction, 
and with loss of prestige went the necessity of demonstrating power, e.g. during the 
1 908 Bosnian crisis where a German show of power forced a change in the power 
relationships in the Balkans against a still weakened Russia. 8 
Fischer maintains that such foreign policy action can only be fully understood 
against the background of German domestic policies .  The outcome of the debate 
over taxation reform (1 906) had confirmed what Fischer calls the agrarian-feudal, 
monarchist-conservative character of the Reich. At the same time, however, it was 
recognised as necessary in view of the coming unavoidable struggle with the neigh­
bouring powers in the east and west to bind the broad masses to the state and to give 
them a place in the newly secured order. 
In this respect the Social Democrats posed a problem for the Kaiser who charged 
Bethmann Hollweg when the latter took office as Chancellor, mid 1909, to keep the 
SPD quiet and conciliatory. Nevertheless, from 19 12  on plans were being discussed 
between Prussian civil and military authorities for dealing with possible internal 
unrest in the event of a conflagration. Domestic administration would be handed 
over to the commanding generals and, if necessary, opposing Social Democrat 
leaders would be interned. In this way the government hoped to render harmless the 
"revolutionary masses". 9 
The dual policy towards the SPD, i .e .  seeking their cooperation on one hand and 
preparedness to resort to force against them on the other has its parallel in German 
policy towards England in this period. In describing this relationship, Fischer reveals 
important characteristics of Bethmann Hollweg and of the mentality of his govern­
ment. The understanding of these is central to Fischer's entire argument that Germany 
was planning to bring about a "hegemonial" war. Germany needed a free hand on 
the continent and was therefore compelled to seek some arrangement of balance 
(A usgleich) with England. One aspect of German policy was to achieve agreement 
with England in matters of common interest ; the other was to gain an A usgleich by 
pressure and threats, be it naval construction, be it played-up propaganda about 
continental alliances or the emphasis of war-preparedness as during the second 
Morocco crisis. This was the pattern of policy consciously followed by Bethmann 
6The Kaiser to von Bi.ilow in B. von Bi.ilow, Denkwiirdigkeiten hg. von. Frz. von Stockhammern, 
Bd. II, Berlin 1930, S. 198, quoted by Fischer, Weltmacht, p. 40. 
'Ibid. , pp. 40-41 .  
8Ibid. , p.  42. 
"Ibid. 
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and his foreign secretaries. A difficulty in this was, however, that Pan-German hot­
heads as well as "patriotic enthusiasts" preferred the hard policy of threats and 
demands. 
Up to the present time as Fischer correctly points out, German historiography 
had regarded these two aspects of Germany's England policy as being of two separate, 
mutually hostile origins. Bethmann Hollweg was seen as representing the milder and 
more reasonable policy whereas Tirpitz represented the policy of threat and pressure. 
But both policies had the same aim, viz. to draw England towards Germany or at 
least to detach her from the Entente. In short, the chief aim of Germany's efforts 
regarding England was the securing of English neutrality in the event of a Continental 
war-witness the Haldane mission.  England, however, could not enter into a formal 
pact to this effect as this would be tantamount to guaranteeing Germany a free hand 
to overwhelm France.10 Germany had hoped, with England secured in a defensive 
alliance, to be able to build up a central and western European economic and political 
system including France under German leadership. The overriding goal of this 
thinking in Germany was that of a "United States of Europe" to off-set the economic 
challenge of the U.S .A. The Kaiser was influenced in his views on this idea by Walter 
Rathenau who was a director and later ( 19 1 5) chairman of his father's industrial 
organization Allgemeine Elektrizitiits-Gesellschaft and thus a leading personality 
of the German industrial and financial world. 
However, besides this far-ranging plan of a United States of Europe which 
presupposed an Anglo-German alliance, Rathenau put before the Kaiser and the 
Chancellor the more restricted idea of Mitteleuropa which envisaged a customs 
union with Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, Belgium and the Netherlands all 
at the same time in close association-at first only economically and later politically, 
leading to union. Such a union-with or without France was an intensively discussed 
aim of German policy in the course of the two years 1 9 12- 19 14.U Indeed, the more 
difficult the realisation of German aims elsewhere, e.g. in central Africa became, the 
more lively became the issue of Mitteleuropa. These ideas were put in memorandum 
form to Bethmann by Rathenau on 1 August 1 9 14, the day of the German declaration 
of war on Russia. Further, in Bethmann's  September Programme, Mitteleuropa 
occupied the central position and was maintained during the war as an essential 
aim.12 Thus Fischer has shown that the Mitteleuropa concept was born prior to 
1 9 14, that it was not something thought out during the war as a mere base from which 
to conduct the war, but rather it was to be the final goal of the war. The essential 
prerequisite for the success of the plan was favourable Anglo-German cooperation . 
Bethmann had considered a war against Russia as unavoidable. (Indeed the Kaiser, 
as well as von Moltke and the German government were steeped in the notion of a 
great final struggle between the Germans and the Slavs.) Bethmann was Russophobe 
and Anglophile and it was in his Russophobia that his ideas of a long term weakening 
of the Russian colossus were based. The other constant factor in Bethmann's  thinking 
was the need to weaken France. Both these elements are expressed in the introduction 
to the September Programme : 
The security of the German Reich towards the west and east for imaginable 
time. For this purpose France must be so weakened that she can never again 
emerge as a great power ; Russia must be forced back as far as possible from the 
German border and her dominance over the non Russian subject peoples (Vas­
sallenvolker) broken.13 
10Jbid. , pp. 43-45 . 
11lbid. , p. 45 . 
12lbid. , p. 46 ; cf. Fischer, Griff, p. 108. "[Rathenau] hat mit einer grossen Denkschrift in den 
orsten Kriegstagen auf Bethmann Hollweg mit aller Energie fiir die Realisierung der Mitteleuropa­
Idee eingewirkt." 
13lbid., p. 48. 
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These aims express the way the mind of the German "Nation" was working. 
With the above conditions fulfilled Germany would have both security and a guarantee 
of her power position and the possibility for further "development. "14 This was a long 
standing German aim. The crossing of the threshold of war as Fischer puts it does not 
signify a caesura in German policy-its aims before and during the war were ana­
logous .15 The war with the expectation of an early victory had provided the possibility 
of a quicker realisation of these aims. Such were the hopes of success that a virtual reel 
of joy (Freudenstaumel) broke out in Germany in August-September, 1 9 14. At that 
time the goals which had not been secured by diplomatic means before, now appeared 
certain of achievement by military means. The declaration of war was regarded by 
the German nation as the virtual liberation from the restrictions of the political 
constellation ofpre-19 14-not only in the sphere of foreign policy but in economic and 
domestic policy as well. Indeed, the war was celebrated as a step towards the realisa­
tion of the world mission to which the German Kulturnation was called.16 
Johannes Haller 1 865- 1947 (an historian whom Fischer sees as fulfilling a role 
similar to Treitschke in his time-see footnote 1 6) and who was "mouth-piece" of the 
intellectual elite of the German "Nation" in 1 9 19 ,  held up the following as its great 
task : 
May the German nation, strong and unconquerable, aware of its total power 
only in the hour of danger, rise up and demand back her place in the world 
which is her due and which she once possessed and was stolen from her in con­
fused times of impotence. May she become again what she was in days long 
since passed-mistress in the north and east, champion of the Germanic breed, 
fortress of western civilization against the tyranny of Asiatic barbarism.l' 
Thesis 2 
This thesis concerning the actual diplomatic activity of the July crisis is expressed in 
forceful and unmistakable language : 
The so-called July crisis viewed from the perspective of German policy was noth­
ing else than the technical process of a diplomatic action for the creation of a 
favourable constellation of powers for a continental war the necessity of which 
was held by conviction in leading circles in Germany and for such a war the 
people were prepared.18 
A "reckoning" with both France and Russia had long been expected and it was 
also part of the German expectation that the cause would emerge from an acute 
conflict between Austria and Russia in the Balkans where, according to German 
14/bid. 
15/bid. 
16/bid. , p. 49. In September, 1914  the German government requested a "National Proclamation 
of German and Austrian Historians" . This was published in the Silddeutsche Monatshefte with 
contributions from among others, the following historians : Erich Marcks (Bismarck und unser 
Krieg), Viet Valentin ( Was wir seit 1 870 erstrebt haben), Friedrich Meinecke (Politik und Kultur), 
Hermann Oncken (Deutschland oder England), Max Lenz (Der deutsche Gott), Karl Alexander von 
Muller (An Preussen), Johannes Haller (Gedanken eines Balten). In this latter programmatic essay 
Haller, "whose history of Germany (pub.1919) had formed the ideas of an entire generation", had 
publicly expressed the basic ideas of Willielm II, Bethmann Hollweg and Jagow. These were : Render 
Russia harmless. To do so all her western provinces must be separated from her-above all her 
coastal regions. "With the separation of Finland, Lithuania, Poland, Little Russia, Bessarabia and 
the Black Sea coast she would cease to be a great power in Europe and return to what she was before 
Peter the �rea� when Leibniz put her on the same level as Persia and Abyssinia." [Fischer asks in
what way IS this programme essentially different from Brest-Litovsk ?] With Russia thus eliminated 
Germany would be free from the pressure "under which Frederick the Great had groaned and 
which had hindered the development of our new Reich so early." (Haller). 
"Ibid. , p. 50. For the full text of the original, see, Sildde utsche Monatshefte (Miinchen : Sep­
tember 1914. (1 1 Jg. ,  Heft 12), 8 1 5-8 1 6. 
18/bid., p,  51 , 
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views, a general conflagration could be fanned up over night.l9 There were any 
number of possible flash points on the Balkans ; only an event was needed which 
would shake international public opinion. The assassination of the heir to the Austrian 
throne was virtually an ideal event particularly because it served to overcome any 
hesitancy the German Kaiser might have had in making the final decision. The 
murder of a prince was for Wilhelm II not only a heinous crime but also a violation 
of the monarchical principle. Secondly in any European war emerging from this 
crime the Germans could be certain of the loyalty of their Austrian allies. Thirdly 
the German people including the Social Democrats would be solidly behind a war in 
which the German fatherland had to support Austria-Hungary-the only real ally­
for the sake of national security against the danger of Slavic autocracy and the 
concomitant danger from Russia's  ally, France. A further advantage in choosing 
this event for "escalation" was the not unfounded hope that England would remain 
neutral if the Slavs were clearly guilty of aggression. Fischer then formulates the 
German attitude as follows : "Germany consciously exploited Sarajevo as an opport­
unity which had offered itself to overcome the blocking of German Weltpolitik". 20 
Further, the Blitzkrieg which Germany wanted and demanded against Serbia was a 
calculated provocation of Russia. If Russia took up the challenge Berlin reckoned on 
being able to deal militarily with both Russia and France. However, if Russia backed 
down a third time (as in 1 909 and 19 12- 1 3) and failed to come to Serbia's support
then at least it was hoped that the Entente would dissolve and the way to the Balkans 
and the Ottoman Empire would be cleared. 21 
Thus does Bethmann Hollweg's policy appear as sober calculation to seize an 
exceedingly favourable opportunity to improve the position of the Reich on a per­
manent basis. This interpretation of the July crisis is one which provoked the most 
angry criticism for German historians but the most recent research on Bethmann 
Hollweg by Professor K. D.  Erdmann of Kiel who has dissociated himself from the 
Fischer school rather strengthens Fischer's thesis. Erdmann has published parts of 
Kurt Riezler's diary and this man is described as Bethmann's closest adviser. 22 Two 
days after the German "blank cheque" to Vienna during the Hoyos mission on 8 
July Bethmann is reported as saying : 
If war does not come, if the Tsar does not want it or counsels peace to a dismayed 
France we at least still have the prospect of manoeuvring the entente apart over 
this action. 23 
Furthermore, the Weltpolitik ideas of Kurt Riezler published in his book Grund­
ziige der Weltpolitik in der Gegenwart, 1 9 14  under the pseudonym Ruedorffer coincide 
embarrassingly with those of Bethmann which have now been revealed for the first 
time by Erdmann. 24 
Bethmann and the circle he represented had the determined will to take up arms 
against Russia and her financier, France. A clash with these powers was regarded as 
inevitable. The burning question for German leaders, however, was where the Anglo­
Saxons would stand in regard to this continental conflict. For this reason Bethmann 
tried since 1 909 to secure English neutrality if Germany should become involved in a 
continental war. Indeed, when Austria seemed about to attack Serbia in February 
1 9Jbid. Moltke is on record as having said, "However, the attack must come from the Slavs. ' 
(Moltke to Conrad 10.2. 19 13  in Conrad, A us meiner Dienstzeit, III Bd. , S. 147. Also see above, 
pp. 21 6-217) .  
2 0lbid. , p. 52. 
21lbid. 
••H. Pogge von Strandmann & I. Geiss, Die Erforderlichkeit des Unmoglichen (Frankfurt am 
Main : Europaische Verlagsanstalt, 1 965), pp. 49-50. cf Fischer, Weltmacht, p. 53 .
23Fischer, Weltmacht, p. 53 .  . . . . . . . 24Jbid. Kurt Riezler had after 1 945 considered the pubhcat10n of h•s war d1anes but was dis­
suaded from doing so, allegedly by the historian Hans Rothfels . (See Pogge v.  Strandmann & Geiss, 
op.cit . ,  p.  76. Note No. 5). 
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1 9 1 3 ,  Bethmann counselled restraint since such an action would have involved 
Russia and the Entente. However, as Bethmann had then stated to Berchtold the 
Entente policies had "passed their peak" and that he expected a new orientation of 
England's foreign policy. This new orientation of England's would afford Germany 
and Austria the necessary freedom of movement to achieve their Continental goals. 
And by summer 19 14  this new orientation seemed about to occur. That is to say, 
England seemed to draw closer to Germany as indicated by the Anglo-German 
pacts over the Portuguese colonies and the Bagdad railway. Admittedly Bethmann was 
on record as having said that the Anglo-Saxons would side with the Slavs and the 
Gauls but this, as Fischer underlines, does not alter the fact that Bethmann was 
convinced of his ability to keep England neutral in the approaching war or at least 
to hinder her immediate entry so that a victory over France could be ensured. There 
was much evidence to support this assessment of Bethmann's thinking. Only in this 
light was his behaviour, dismay and finally his despair understandable when England 
after all declared war-particularly when all seemed to turn out as the Germans 
wished-that Russia had provoked the war. If it were true, as Professors Erdmann 
and Zechlin maintained, that Bethmann had always reckoned on England siding 
with Russia and France then his policies appear even more as a foolhardy gamble 
( Vabanquespie/) . 25 However, Bethmann's actions in the crisis indicate rather the 
contrary. He was still in doubt about England's reactions to an invasion of Belgium 
by Germany. This was the cause of his agitation-not that there would be a war in 
the east at all. Historians such as Erdmann and Zechlin who claim that Bethmann 
had from the beginning reckoned with war against the three great European powers 
imputed to Bethmann the belief that Germany was confronted by an enormous 
triple-sided threat which necessitated the acceptance of such a great risk. But this, 
says Fischer, is untenable since his critics seemed to have forgotten who it was that 
through words and deeds over some twenty years had really provoked the "threat" to 
Germany.26 
In reality there was no triple threat to Germany because, as Fischer points out, 
the evidence is that Bethmann Hollweg continued to hope for English neutrality up 
to the very last. Further, the counter argument by Zechlin that Germany had virtually 
written off England as a potential partner because of the Anglo-Russian naval talks, 
is baseless (see part I, p. 223). Admittedly, there is evidence that the Russian naval 
staff made the suggestion to Britain 26 May 1 9 14, that British cargo vessels might 
be used to assist a Russian landing in Pomerania. But the British Admiralty did not 
react to this. Nor is there evidence to show how seriously Bethmann regarded this 
intelligenceY The Anglo-Russian naval talks could not, according to Fischer, be 
regarded as having any significance for an Anglo-German rapprochement during 
the July crisis. Indeed, the Russian proposals for a naval convention were never 
accepted by the British. Further, because the German Foreign Office had "leaked" 
information about the Anglo-Russian talks to the press, Grey on 25 June actually 
postponed further talks until a later, more favourable opportunity. Indeed, Germany 
could have, by temporising action, prevented them completely. Thus it is not possible 
to interpret the talks as a certain indication of British anti-German intransigence. 
They could have been a signal to Germany that it was high time to negotiate with 
England. The naval power was not yet committed. In fact, as Fischer points out, 
Grey's action in postponing the talks was a step towards Germany. 28 Germany had 
only to meet England half way. But, "had not German action in the spring of 1 9 14  
already given England an indication why Germany was concerned to  reach a rap­
prochement with Downing Street ?"29 
25Fischer, Weltmacht, pp. 54-55. 
26Ibid. , p. 55.  
"'Ibid. , p. 56. 
""Ibid. , p. 57. 
" "Ibid. 
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The core of German policy and the pivot on which it turned had been to secure 
British neutrality. For this it was necessary that Austria-Hungary should provoke 
Russia by means of a lightning war in the Balkans. Only then, Berlin reasoned, would 
it be possible to go to war against Russia and France ; hence the necessity for Blitzkrieg, 
hence the pressure on Vienna to act immediately. Because, if Vienna hesitated Berlin 
would be compelled to try and deal with the attempts of intervention on the part of 
the other powers without betraying her own determination on war. And what Berlin 
wished to avoid actually happened. Vienna decided on a preliminary diplomatic action 
before embarking on a punitive war against Serbia, viz. the formulation of an un­
acceptable ultimatum. And this was a waste of valuable time which was an embarrass­
ment to Germany who had to play the "honest broker" (Biedermann) . Nevertheless, 
the talents of Secretary of State, Jagow and also Bethmann were equal to the situation 
as the communications and re-drafted documents by Jagow showed.30 
However, what had upset Germany's calculations most was Russia's unex­
pected backing down in showing a readiness to negotiate. It became increasingly 
difficult to cast Russia in the role of the aggressor as she had not declared general 
mobilisation. And with this the hope of English neutrality began to fade. In this 
situation Bethmann made his "unfortunate" enquiry of Goschen late in the evening 
of 29 July about English neutrality. It was in so far "unfortunate" as Bethmann dis­
closed Germany's determination on war at the very moment when Lichnowsky 
telegraphed from London that England would declare war if Germany attacked 
France and Belgium. 
This caused Bethmann during the following two days to urge Vienna to consider the 
various English proposals for mediation. 31 But Bethmann had not wanted to prevent 
war ; he wanted to temporise with the aim of making it impossible for Grey to enter 
immediately into a continental war. In the expectation that these tactics would work, 
Bethmann successfully resisted the demand of the German generals to order mobil­
isation. They saw, as Bethmann pointed out, that it was politically necessary that 
Russian mobilisation should take place first. In Bethmann's evaluation England 
would refrain from interference if Russia was clearly the aggressor and, further, the 
German Social Democrats could only be won over to support war if it was clearly a 
defensive one. This latter calculation of Bethmann's proved correct ; he was less 
accurate in his judgment of England's  reaction. 
But even with the British declaration of war Bethmann did not give up his plans. 
Indeed, he had hoped to be able to achieve the military elimination of France before 
effective English support could prevent it. After a collapse of France the German 
military position would be impregnable. Bethmann was therefore concerned to 
postpone British interference as long as possible after all his hopes for British neu­
trality had proved illusory. The Germans had hoped to be "home before autumn".32 
This German hope, despite the error regarding English neutrality, appeared at the 
beginning of September 19 14  to be on the point of fulfilment : victory over France 
seemed imminent and this would render any further armed conflict with England 
pointless. Germany's position on the Continent in autumn 19 14  after the expected 
"second Punic war" would have been extremely favourable. England would have 
had to recognise such a fundamental change in the Continental power relationship ; 
victory over Russia would then follow as a matter of course, although the war had 
begun quite differently from original expectations.33 
Thesis 3 
Fischer has been at pains to identify the real significance of Bethmann's  so-called 
September Programme, that list of objectives which the Chancellor had presented on 
Ibid. 
3 0/bid. , p. 58 .  
31Vienna was to resume talks with Petersburg and accept the proposal of "Halt-in-Belgrade". 
32/bid. , pp. 58-59. 
33/bid., p. 60. 
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9 September 1 9 14  at the peak of the battle of the Marne when France's collapse 
seemed almost accomplished. These objectives constituted a war-aims programme 
which Bethmann had drawn up in army H.Q. in Coblenz. With the Chancellor were 
Jagow, Secretary of State for the Foreign Office, and Karl Helfferich, director of the 
largest German financial institution, the Deutsche Bank.34 The core of the September 
Programme was the Mitteleuropa idea with its claim for a German hegemony. 
Bethmann described it as a "preliminary draft of guiding principles to be implemented 
at the conclusion of peace."35 In this programme the Chancellor had laid down the 
principles for the German order of peace (deutsche Friedensordnung) after a German 
victory. Fischer attributes great significance to this programme because it supplies 
the answer to the decisive question how the map of Europe was to appear after the 
victory which every German expected.36 
The realisation of this programme would have meant the extension of German 
territory at the expense of France, Belgium and Luxemburg, the creation of a Central 
European Economic Union and the acquisition of a series of colonies in Africa. As far 
as the east of Europe was concerned Russia was to be deprived of her control over the 
"non-Russian vassal peoples."37 It should be noted that the programme gives greater 
detail of what was expected to take place in the West because there a victorious peace 
seemed to be within Germany's grasp on 9 September 1 9 14.  
In presenting this programme Bethmann, as Fischer maintains, was the con­
scious spokesman of the "Nation" and mouth-piece of the German will to conquer­
and he only remained Chancellor so long as he continued to be the representative 
of this German will and striving for power.38 
The September Programme is a document (the existence of which was known 
to German historians since 1 942) which has been published by Fischer for the first 
time. 39 It can hardly be explained away as does Gerhard Ritter by saying that it was 
merely a passing concession by Bethmann to the "yearnings and patriotic dreams of a 
struggling nation", or to those who made public opinion.40 Also when politicians such 
as Erzberger (who was spokesman for industrial groups) or Pan-Germans such as 
Bassermann, and Stresemann made similar demands, then Ritter said they were 
nothing else but the annexionist dreams of German patriots. But as Fischer points out 
such a view is untenable because specific demands for French territory (e.g. the 
mining region of Longwy and Briey) had been made before the war, in 1 9 1 3  by 
representatives of German industry, and there were numerous memoranda in the 
Ministry of the Interior to document the fact that Germany coveted this area.41 
With regard to Belgium, Ritter claims that Bethmann did not want outright 
annexation . Belgium would simply have been required to grant free passage of 
German troops to France. But this in practice meant the virtual occupation of 
Belgium by Germany where Belgian port facilities would be at Germany's disposal. 
Indeed, the full implementation of the September Programme would have meant 
34Fischer, Griff, p. 107. Helfl'erich at that time had no official function but became Secretary of 
State for the Treasury in Jan. 1 9 1 5 .  
35/bid. , p .  1 10 .  
36Fischer, Weltmacht, p.  62.  An interesting sidelight here is the German enthusiasm for the 
expected victory. �ischer brings out evidence to show that the nation was virtually "possessed" by 
thrs prospect-qmte apart from the question whether Germany unleashed the war or whether it was 
thought of as purely defensive. The existence of this war enthusiasm was denied by Fischer's oppon­
ents when the debate reached a peak in 1 964. See footnote No. 12, p. 1 1 3 .
37Fischer, Griff, pp. 1 10-1 12. 
38Fischer, Weltmacht, p. 63.  
39/bid. , p. 62. 
40/bid. , p.  63 . 
�1/bid., p. 64. IJ?deed, one memorandum claimed that the German acquisition of this area would 
depnve �ranee of mne-tenths of her known ore reserves, thus crippling France as an industrial power. 
Prof. Rrtter regards such memoranda as simply the products of industrious bureaucrats without 
significance for decision-making statesmen. 
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the virtual absorption of Belgium by Germany. But this Ritter justifies as military 
necessity-by the "curse of the Schlieffen plan. "42 
In his dissection of Ritter's "harmless" interpretation of the September Pro­
gramme Fischer strips off the veil of excuses and reveals the naked German will to power 
which ignored international law. And this will to power as expressed in the whole 
idea of Mitteleuropa was maintained throughout the duration of the war. 
Gerhard Ritter and other German historians, as Fischer with obvious justi­
fication points out, fail to evaluate or even recognise the unshakable determination 
of the German government during the Great War to achieve the central aims of the 
September Programme. They did not admit that it was to be in fact the instrument 
by which Germany would come to dominate Europe, and further, they failed to 
see that the programme was not simply the work of Bethmann Hollweg but virtually 
the product of the German ruling classes. There is, as Fischer shows, no way in which 
the September Programme could be "bagatellised".43 Nevertheless, Professor Egmont 
Zechlin tries to do so, ignoring the fact that, apart from its pre-war discussion, the 
content of the programme was discussed at the highest level from the very first day of 
the war. 44 
It is central to the Zechlin counter-thesis that the September Programme was 
merely an ad hoc economic solution for Germany's obviously precarious commercial 
position caused by England's  entry into the war. In other words Mitteleuropa would 
serve Germany as an adequate base from which to conduct a long war against Britain. 
Zechlin imputes to the German leaders the notion that England would wish to prolong 
the war as she would experience an economic boom out of it. 45 Therefore, Germany 
would have to gird herself for it. But Zechlin failed to examine fully what the economic 
leaders had actually stated. Gwinner, president of the Deutsche Bank, was admittedly 
on record as saying that England could experience an economic boom out of the war, 
but-and this Zechlin failed to quote-Gwinner said he did not believe that England 
would have time to realise that there could be any economic boom as the war would 
be over before then.46 
Additional evidence for Germany's belief in the possibility of a rapid victory 
is supplied by the statements of Admiral Pohl which were not quoted fully by Zechlin. 
Pohl stated to Bethmann on 1 8  August, 19 14 : "We must compel England to continue 
the war."47 This he said in the belief that England would soon weaken and seek 
peace. And this was expected by the German General Staff and Government as well 
as the entire "Nation" . This meant victory in the West would have been won before 
the battle of the Marne and then security would have to be established so that "Eng­
land would have to recognise the 'fruits of Germany's victories' " .48 This certainty 
of victory is underlined by Bethmann's words in the September Programme on the 
eve of the Marne battle where he speaks of "securing the German Empire in West 
and East for imaginable time" (auf erdenkliche Zeit).49 
42Ibid. , p. 65. Thus Fischer : Fur Ritter ist Bethmann Hollwegs Ausserung, 'Belgien ist ein 
schauderhaftes Problem' (an den wiirttembergischen Ministerpriisidenten Weizsiicker am 10. 1 1 . 1 914),
genug der Erkliirung, "die ungeloste 'belgische Frage' (letzlich ein hoses Erbe des ungliicklichen [ !] 
'Schlieffen-Plans')" sei "zum Fluch der ganzen deutschen Kriegspolitik geworden."-damit ist 
fiir Ritter das Problem gelost. 
43Ibid. 
44Ibid. 
46Ibid. , p. 66. Here Zechlin refers to statements by such important economic leaders as Gwinner, 
Rathenau and Ballin. 
46Ibid. Fischer's exact words are : Zechlin zitiert freilich Gwinner nicht vollstiindig, der zwar die 
Ansicht vertritt, dass sich in England eine Kriegskonjunktur herausbilden wird, aber nicht daran glaubt, 
"dass diese Berechnung in England so bald gemacht werde, dass sie fiir die Beendigung des Krieges 
ins Gewicht [aile" .  
47Ibid., pp. 66-67. 
'"Ibid. , p. 67. 
••Ibid. 
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Further evidence of this German certainty of an early victory was the report 
from Wti.rttemberg's military plenipotentiary, from numerous discussions in Supreme 
Headquarters that it would be wise to extract as much money as possible from France 
and Belgium to enable Germany to undertake a gigantic programme of naval con­
struction. The reason for such a programme was the necessity-and this was also 
Bethmann's opinion-of having sooner or later to crush both the British and Japanese 
navies .50 
To give final proof of this expectation of an early victory by Germany, Fischer 
quotes the completed draft proclamation to the French nation which the Kaiser 
had prepared on 5 September. It was, of course, not delivered because of the German 
reverse at the Marne. However, the content is important since it reveals that Germany 
intended to occupy northern France until "England allows her government to make 
peace."51 The proclamation stated further that Germany had acted out of motives of 
respect for, and the protection of France. Not mentioned is the fact that France 
would be turned into a military glacis and would be financially exploited. Thus 
Germany envisaged a decisive victory over France to exclude her from the ranks of 
the great powers and to reduce her to a tributary state of the German Empire. All 
this was vividly expressed in the September Programme. Germany was only interested 
in peace when her security as a world power was established and that meant the 
realisation of her combined economic, military, political and group interests. What 
this signified in practice could be seen from the war-aims policies of Germany between 
19 14  and 1 9 18 . 52 
Fischer claims that if these factors are ignored, then the very real German claim 
to power (Machtanspruch) would be overlooked and lead to a complete misunder­
standing of Wilhelmine Germany. This state had launched forth on a venture to achieve 
its place in the sun. And in August 1 914, free from any scruples about the tenets of 
international law, she set out to expand her position in the east, the west and overseas 
-not simply for the purpose of manoeuvring into a position from which she could 
more favourably negotiate a peace with England. Indeed, the September Programme 
was the framework around which Germany's new position as a world power was to 
be built. In itself it was not a goal to be followed slavishly but it focused the claims 
and the "dynamic" of the German Empire. It was the alternative to hitherto re­
stricted Continental politics ; it supplied the motivation against "defeatist status-quo 
thinking" . And, "in spite of all crises the September Programme remained a true 
reflection of the efforts of the geopolitical central power of Europe."53 
For Fischer it is virtually incomprehensible that Zechlin, for example, cannot 
see the basically aggressive nature of this programme. Germany did not suddenly 
prepare for a "hegemonial war" with England for which the September Programme 
was drawn up. It was the documentation of the German will to reorganise the power 
relationships in Europe and the world. 54 
Zechlin had also forgotten in his interpretation of the September Programme 
several other essential factors . In the first place individual parts of the programme 
have nothing whatever to do with immediate objectives, i .e .  if the whole is to be 
considered essentially as an ad hoc solution to unexpected problems. Fischer quotes 
the aims concerning Mittelafrika and the annexation of Luxemburg as extraneous to 
the sphere of aims which would constitute a series of "means" for the better prosecu­
tion of the war. Such aims could not be considered as relevant to the winning of a 
European war. 55 Further, Zechlin had forgotten that Mitteleuropa was conceived 
before the war and that England (in a much reduced capacity) was even part of its 
50lbid. , p. 67. 
51 Ibid. 
52Jbid. , pp. 68-69. 
53 Ibid. , p. 69. 
54/bid. , p. 70. 
55 Ibid. 
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calculation, i .e . England would be forced on German terms into a European economic 
bloc which would confront North America and Russia. It was only during the war, 
Zechlin implied, that Mitteleuropa was compelled to turn against England by force of 
arms . But as the Programme shows, England was to be excluded from the French 
market because France was to be "reserved" for German industry. And this was not 
only for the duration of the war-a fact clearly expressed in the programme-since 
it was to be a permanent union (i .e. France and Germany etc .) which would guarantee 
Germany an economic, political and military predominance in Europe. All German 
leaders were in agreement about this aim at the beginning of August 1 9 14, i .e .  four 
weeks prior to Bethmann Hollweg's formal programme which Zechlin regarded 
merely as a tactical move to overcome an acute military crisis . Rather it was the 
expression of a long desired European hegemony and as such the first phase in a 
bid for world domination as foreshadowed by such people as Hans Delbriick and 
Kurt Riezler. That is to say : after a German victory Germany could dictate a peace 
settlement in which France would be incorporated into the German sphere of power, 
Russia permanently driven to the east and weakened, whereas Mitteleuropa would 
be so constituted as to allow Germany to exert a control over the Balkans and from 
there over the Orient and Mittelafrika. In addition Northern Europe would be over­
shadowed and England would either have to recognise this new power constellation 
(i.e .  submit to it), or turn to America and prepare for a second "hegemonial" war. 
This latter possibility was mentioned as a warning by Walther Rathenau who in 
19 12  sa:w as an ideal set-up England incorporated into a central European economic 
union as well as France and Belgium. "This goal would create an economic unit 
which would be the equal to that of the American if not superior to it."56 In this way 
the German leaders hoped to intimidate England into accepting a fait accompli on 
the Continent. 
Thesis 4 
Fischer insists that the objectives of the September Programme were maintained 
by the German government right throughout the war until summer 19 1 8-admittedly 
with varying intensity depending on the situation at a given time. Not only were 
these the aims of the government but also of the main social and political groups .  
Mitteleuropa was the central aim of  Bethmann Hollweg and Kuhlmann and of 
those representatives of banking, commerce, shipping, the chemical and the electrical 
industries who were close to the political leaders . Military circles and leaders of 
heavy industry preferred direct annexations and these aims were not given up, as 
Zechlin asserts, on 1 9  November 1 9 14.57 Indeed, from November 19 14  right through 
the winter of 1 9 14-1 5  big conferences were held on the question of Mitteleuropa 
where all relevant ministries were represented. The project was then taken over by 
the upper echelons of the bureaucracy where, despite differences of opinion ,  the 
basic idea of Mitteleuropa was maintained-even in periods where German policy 
appeared to undergo a re-orientation as in the spring and summer of 1 9 1 5 .  Due to the 
separate peace attempts with Russia in 1 9 1 5  the continuation of discussion of Mittel­
europa was interrupted. The reason for this was that a Mitteleuropa with a high 
tariff barrier would have hindered a separate peace with Russia since Russia would 
have export difficulties with respect to a German-led central European economic 
bloc. For this reason Bethmann had temporarily put Mitteleuropa aside only to take 
it up again in the autumn of 1 9 1 5  when chances of a separate peace with Russia 
became illusory. From then on until the summer of 1 9 1 8  the realisation of the Mit­
teleuropa project was being prepared. 58 
66F. Fischer, "Weltpolitik, Weltmachtstreben und deutsche Kriegsziele", p. 322. 
5'Fischer, Weltmacht, p.71 . 
58 Ibid. , p. 72 . 
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The factor which indicates the real significance of the Mitteleuropa project was 
the so-called Polish question. Ever since Poland had been occupied in 1 9 1 5  there 
had been clashes of opinion between the German Reich and Austria-Hungary over 
the future of that nation. Both Empires wished to exploit Poland economically while 
Germany hoped to solve the "Polish problem" by incorporating Poland into Mit­
teleuropa. 59 Austria-Hungary was to be virtually reduced to the position of Germany's 
junior-partner. "Even here", says Fischer, "a pre-war development was being con­
tinued. M itteleuropa to which Belgium as well as Poland was to belong (and also France 
if she could be forced into it) was such a constant war aim that the fall of Bethmann 
Hollweg in no way affected the maintenance of these aims. Indeed, in the Czernin­
Kiihlmann negotiations of October 1 9 1 7  this policy reached a new peak . . .  "60 
Germany at that time tried to bind Austria-Hungary and Poland to her and had 
even laid claim to Rumania as well. As late as August 1 9 1 8  the Imperial Chancellor 
Hertling described this projected German dominated power bloc, the corner stone 
of which was to be a permanent alliance with Austria-Hungary, as a central European 
bloc of a strength such as the world had never yet seen in its history. 61 
Whereas Mitteleuropa constituted a programme throughout the war designed to 
increase the German economic and power-political potential, it was likewise a per­
manent corollary to this aim to bring about the "permanent weakening of Russia" . 
This latter aim was not only the dream of such groups as the Pan-Germans (as Pro­
fessor Ritter calls them, "German patriots") but also of the German government 
itself. The goal was to achieve "security" in the east. Then, from November 19 14  
after the failure of  the western offensive, the aims vis a vis Russia were reduced in  the 
efforts to gain a separate peace with her. At that stage Germany was concentrating 
on securing the Polish border region as a minimum demand. The determining factor 
here was military necessity and the demands had been worked out by Hindenburg 
in the form of a map, which as Fischer points out, has disappeared from the archives 
after they had been returned to West Germany.62 Ludendorff had later referred to 
these demands as a plan of Bethmann Hollweg's . 63 Indeed, from 1 9 1 6  onwards 
German policy was determined by the so-called "liberation and buffer-state policy"­
and Bethmann became its clearest interpreter when he declared on 5 April, 1 9 1 6  that 
"Germany will never voluntarily deliver the peoples liberated by Germany and her 
allies between the Baltic Sea and the Wolhynian Marshes again to the rule of reaction­
ary Russia, be they Poles, Lithuanians, Baits or Latvians."64 This policy formulated by 
Bethmann in spring 1 9 1 7  before his fall from power found its realisation in the 
treaties of Brest-Litovsk and Bucharest. 
There were times, says Fischer, when this "security policy" overshadowed the 
parallel Mitteleuropa project. This is because the policies vis a vis the peripheral 
states in the east gained more support the more German success of arms in those 
5 9/bid. , cf. Fischer, Griff . . .  op.cit. pp. 692 ff. "Because Germany wished at the same time to 
make Austria-Hungary as a whole dependent on her, Poland was not only a war aim but also a key 
to Germany's position of hegemony in Europe."-In practice this meant Germany must occupy the 
entire Polish coal basin of Dombrova on the border region of Silesia. The possession of this area by 
Germany, as the chief of the Austro-Hungarian General Staff noted at the time (February 1918), 
would have made Poland totally dependent on Germany since she would have no coal and also at 
the same time increase Austro-Hungarian dependence on the German Reich. The dispute over the 
fate of Poland between Germany and Austria-Hungary was to last until 5 September 19 1 8-three 
weeks before the collapse. Both powers were determined to keep Poland in their own orbit. However, 
there was no time to reach a solution of the Polish question and with it the entire German dream of 
Mitteleuropa disintegrated. See Fischer, Griff . . . . , pp. 692-707.
6 °Fischer, Weltmacht, pp. 72-73 .  
61/bid., p .  73. 
62/bid. , p. 73 (i .e. after the captured German archives were returned to Bonn). 
63/bid . 
.. Ibid. , p. 74. These treaties, which Germany and the German historians had forgotten, politic­
ally re-orientated Poland, Lithuania, Courland, the Ukraine, Finland and Georgia-Transcaucasus. 
Thus the Russian empire was fragmented from without after its internal collapse had been promoted 
by Germany via the support of revolutionary activity. 
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regions made the creation of a series of buffer "vassal" states with German dynasties 
a real possibility.65 Furthermore, this eastern policy rested on the hope in the summer 
of 1 9 1 8  of being able to bring the rest of Russia-Lenin's Russia-into Germany's 
economic orbit and make her dependent on German industry which would be in a 
position then to exploit Russia.66 
Fischer's commentary on the Peace of Brest-Litovsk is that it was not Luden­
dorff's peace nor even that of the Supreme Command but rather that of the German 
Reich as a whole. It was greeted and celebrated enthusiastically by all nationally 
minded groups including the political parties with the exception of the majority 
Social Democrats who abstained from voting on the Peace and the minority independ­
ent Social Democrats who voted against it. Also the Churches were against the Peace 
of Brest-Litovsk. 67 
Belgium, says Fischer, was indeed the most constant of all German war aims 
for the entire duration of the war. And here is an example of the continuity of ag­
gressive German war aims which is impossible to explain away and for this reason 
it was a continuity described by Gerhard Ritter and Egmont Zechlin as "disastrous" 
(verhiingnisvoll) .68 Quite apart from the demands for the annexation of such places as 
Liege or the Maas Line (maintained by the Generals until 1 9 1 8) and the navy's 
demands for the coast of Flanders, the total German aim remained constant : Belgium 
was to be economically, militarily and politically penetrated and made dependent 
on Germany in the form of a tributary or "vassal" state. Furthermore, the division 
of Belgium into two parts was foreseen as part of the "policy of penetration". She 
should never again become the "glacis" of the enemy. The efforts in this direction 
are apparent too in the attempts for a separate peace in 1 9 1 5  and 19 16 .69 Fischer 
points out that the documents of the German ministries on the preliminary plans for 
a complete victory in the west in 1 9 1 8  have only partially been evaluated. However, 
the plans for Belgium indicate the inexorable nature of German war aims. Belgium 
for example was no mere temporary tool for the prosecution of the war as Zechlin 
implies but rather an aim to increase and secure German power. 70 
In the same way the plans for Luxemburg and Longwy-Briey remained constant. 
Very precisely the September Programme stated : "Luxemburg is to become a part 
of the German Federation."71 Likewise France was to lose the mining region of 
Longwy-Briey. The civil and military leaders were fully aware of the significance of 
this "change in ownership" as numerous studies on the question showed. 72 
Also maintained with only few variations for the whole war was the German 
goal of Mittelafrika-evidence to the German will to expand her power. The con­
tinuity of these claims goes back to the Anglo-German negotiations of 1 9 12-19 14  and 
was championed at the time as during the war by Solf and KUhlmann. The Mittel­
afrika aims were seen as complementary to Mitteleuropa where, for example, the 
copper mines of Katanga were regarded as the most valuable single objective of the 
nation. This project was augmented by the navy's demands for bases on the African 
coast and neighbouring islands. 73 
65Ibid. , p. 74. For the war-aims of the various German royal houses and their aspirations in 
Eastern Europe, see Karl-Heinz Janssen, Macht und Verblendung-Kriegszielpolitik der deutschen 
Bundesstaaten 1914-1918 .  (Gottingen : Musterschmidt, 1966). Like Fischer's work this is based on 
hitherto inaccessible archives and reveals the territorial ambitions of such German dynasties as the 
Wittelsbachs of Bavaria to acquire Alsace, the Saxon royal house to acquire Lithuania, and that of 








73 Ibid., p. 76. 
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A further region where German pre-war aspirations became concrete war-aims 
throughout the entire war was that of the Balkans, the Middle East, Trans-Caucases 
and the general direction of India. In these areas of course, the alliance with Turkey 
necessitated an indirect form of domination-but with the growing military weakness 
of her ally, Germany came to regard Turkey itself more and more as an object of 
German aggrandizement. 
Again, in the separation of the Trans-Caucases from revolutionary Russia and 
the installation of a German "vassal" state in Georgia the continuity of German 
aims here is demonstrated. Before the war large sums were spent on propaganda 
in the area and during the war intensive efforts to promote insurrections were made 
all with the purpose of creating a land-bridge to central Asia from where the British 
position in India could be threatened. 74 In the pursuit of these aims two elements of 
German policy are thrown into clear relief. Firstly in domestic politics there is the 
obvious identity of aims of the German government with those of the representatives 
of German industry. These were the exploitation of the rich manganese, chronium 
and oil resources in the Caucases and Trans-Caucases which were not only regarded 
as a tool for the war effort but chiefly as a long-term goal. But here as in the Ukraine 
the effort to secure the war aim lost the Germans the "war-means" of resources 
(Kriegsmittel) which these areas supplied. Secondly, in the foreign policy sphere, 
one sees the Germans prepared to assert their claim against their ally Turkey who 
wanted to absorb the Trans-Caucases. 
Over all then the continuity of German political, economic and military aims 
in the war-the essence of which was prepared before the war-is a manifestation 
of the strength of the German will to power-to ascend to the heights of a Weltmacht. 
In this respect, K iihlmann merely continued the policies of Bethmann Hollweg. 75 
With these observations Fischer refutes all those German historians who un­
critically accept the terminology of the German leaders of 1 9 14-1 9 1 8  when they 
described their policies as being based on the need for "security" and a "peace of 
understanding".  This, Fischer implies, is a naive, uncritical and unhistorical view of 
German policy. The thesis that the extent of the attainable war aims was dependent 
on the given war situation is no longer tenable. The extent of the attainable war aims 
is shown in the Peace of Brest-Litovsk which is rather the fulfilment of a war-aims 
programme-admittedly containing the motive of the need for security-but which 
went far beyond the needs of mere self-preservation which could have been achieved 
on the basis of the status quo ante. 
Instead the German Reich maintained the core of its original war plan to extend 
German power even after the failure of that original plan and sacrificed hundreds of 
thousands of men in a gamble to achieve a new position of world power which had 
nothing to do with the status quo. Fischer notes with a candour foreign to his col­
leagues that in pursuing this object the German state and "society" were of one mind ; 
there was an identity between government policy and the demands of the economy. 
Further, German policy 19 14- 1 8 shows that an action was undertaken by a nation 
bent on gaining a decisive share of world power and this was positive premeditated 
action and by no means reaction to the unexpected. Germany was determined 
on world power or down-fall . 76 
Thesis 5 
The fifth point in Fischer's seven-fold refutation of his critics is the demonstration 
of the German will to power as it developed over the period 1 890- 19 14.  Further, it is 
shown that German tactics in unleashing the war and during the war were actions 
based on preconceived plans and were not in any way reactions to Allied tactics .  
---- ---
74/bid. 
75/bid. , p. 77. 
'6/bid. , p. 78 . 
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"This image of the expansion of German power, characterised by the government as 
'security' ,  demanded and approved of by the 'Nation' , the ruling classes, shows 
nowhere signs of a reaction to demands of the Allies but is thoroughly autonomous, 
rooted in the ideas and goals, which were developed before the war."77 
Ideas among leading academics that Germany was in a phase of imperialistic 
development which could not be halted, were very early and frequently expressed. 
Fischer documents that the ideas expressed by the historian Erich Marcks for example 
that Germany must achieve world power or be ground down, and that to do this 
violent annexations would be a legitimate instrument of policy, were widely spread 
in all leading circles after the turn of the century. "Annexations and overseas ac­
quisitions were to serve to build up Germany's position in the world". 78 This 
tendency can be clearly seen after 1 897-98 when the slogan Weltpolitik came to 
gain active expression through Germany's drive for colonies and spheres of influence. 
And parallel to this drive overseas were the ever more insistent demands to strengthen 
the Fatherland against the European neighbours . That is to say, particularly after the 
second Morocco crisis of 1 9 1 1 when not only France but also England rejected 
German demands, there was much pressure from academic as well as Pan-German 
circles for naval and military expansion. Hermann Oncken, another historian, is seen 
as expressing Germany's Continental and world-political aims when he stated in a 
lecture to the Heidelberg branch of the Navy League 25 January 19 12  that Germany's 
task was to weaken England (unser weltpolitischer Gegner) in her system of Contin­
ental counter-balances-a system which was most dangerous for Germany. 79  
However, ideas for the promotion of German economic strength on the Con­
tinent were expressed as early as 1 897 by the spokesman of the Pan-Germans, Ernst 
Hasse in his paper Deutsche Weltpolitik. In the Reichstag he spoke of the realisation 
of a central European Zollverein in the near future. This would encompass the area 
formerly occupied by the ancient German empire, i .e .  Germany, Austria-Hungary, 
Belgium, Holland and Switzerland as well as Rumania as a bridge to the Orient. 
This would represent a most formidable economic bloc. Such ideas with the in­
clusion of France were taken up by Bernhardi 1 9 12, and also by Walther Rathenau 
( 1912-19 14) and through him inspired the Kaiser and the personalities of the imperial 
government. 80 
For these reasons, Fischer maintains, it is untenable to disregard the utterances 
which reveal the way the German nation was thinking about itself before August 19 14  
when trying to  analyse the German political will. The crossing of  the threshold of  war 
at that time did not represent a break in the thinking of the "Nation". Indeed, this 
war was regarded as unavoidable by the intellectual elite as well as the service chiefs.81 
Moltke was so convinced of the approaching outbreak of a great war resulting from 
the Balkan tension that he stated in October 1 9 1 3  to the chief of the Austrian General 
Staff Conrad, "You must hold out. Now that we are approaching a conflict, you must 
remain firm" .82 And a few days later this prediction was repeated by the Kaiser and 
Moltke in their well known discussion with King Albert of Belgium, beginning of 
November, 1 9 1 3 .83 
17Ibid., p. 79. 
78Ibid. , p. 80. 
' "Ibid. 
80Ibid. 
81Especially by the historians and economists : Marcks for example regarded war as basically 
creative, bringing about a renewal in the life of the state, society, economy and culture. Also Ad­
miral Valois and General Moltke were looking to war as the "continuation of politics".  Moltke had 
regretted since 1 909 that Germany had not launched a preventive war. He regarded for example the 
mere diplomatic solution of the Skutari question in 1 9 1 3  as an unfortunate postponement-not a 
real solution. For this reason the German army was strengthened. Ibid. , p. 8 1 .  
82Ibid. , p. 82. 
83Ibid. 
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When the war did break out in August 19 14  it was greeted as the hour of reckon­
ing with Russia and France in which these powers were to be permanently weakened 
after their military defeat so that the German position in Europe would be secure. 
This "security" was to be attained by the direct annexation of strategic and econom­
ically useful areas and by indirect incorporation into a German sphere of influence of 
buffer states by treaty obligation. 
When the outcome of the battle on the Marne was made known outside Germany 
(not, however, in Germany) there appeared announcements in the press of the Entente 
powers that the Germans would need to sue for peace. The German government 
answered these with a declaration in the semi-official Norddeutsche Allgemeine 
Zeitung on 1 6  September 19 14  to the effect that the German people would not lay 
down their weapons until they had won the security which was needed for their future 
position in the world. 84 
And this line was taken up again by the Chancellor when on 2December 1 9 14 he 
stated in the Reichstag : 
. . .  let us as one take a vow to hold out until the last breath so that our children 
and grandchildren in a stronger Germany can continue to add to the greatness 
of the empire free and secure against foreign threat and force . . . . .  we will hold 
on until we have the certainty that no one will ever again dare to disturb our 
peace . . .  85 
Again, the semi-official press in Germany echoed these sentiments indicating that 
Germany was only interested in a peace settlement which would provide guarantees 
for her security in the future and protect her from new attacks.86 
Fischer points out that Germany prosecuted the war with very definite slogans 
and very detailed concepts for a victorious peace-without once taking into con­
sideration the war aims of the Entente. It appears as if the German government 
wished to impress on the people that they would be under constant threat of attack 
from neighbouring powers (as August 19 14  "demonstrated") until these powers could 
be militarily crushed. 87 
After one year's fighting Germany's outlook had not changed-she was fighting 
for the "security" which was necessary for the future of the nation. And further, the 
German government asserted that a victory of Germany would guarantee the freedom 
of the seas to all nations (including the U.S.A.) against England.88 
That the German government intended to alter permanently the map of Europe 
and the Balance-of-Power-System is evident from Bethmann Hollweg's speech 9 
December 1 9 1 5 . Also the "liberated" Slavic nations of the east were to be encom­
passed in a "League of Russia's Foreign Peoples" (Liga der Fremdvolker Russ lands) . 89 
At every climactic point of the war (e.g. in April 1 9 1 6  when the Verdun battle 
promised a favourable outcome for Germany) the same principle was enunciated, 
viz. that the status quo ante could not be re-established. At no stage are the war aims 
of the Allies part of the German calculation. The German political will could by no 
means be seen as the result of a reaction to Allied initiatives .  9 0 
On 12  September 1 9 1 6  an article in the Kolnische Zeitung illustrates the drive 
to permanent conquest in German war policies. The paper triumphantly points 
"'Ibid. cf. above Bethmann's demand for security for Germany in East and West "for imaginable 
time" (auf erdenkliche Zeit) which was made seven days before when victory was apparently a realistic 
prospect. 
85Ibid. , p. 83.  
86Ibid. 
87 Ibid. TJ:ms Fischer : "In any case the Germans were hardly nihilists, and were logical enough to 
pres�rve the. Ideas and values (which they had cultivated over the years) when [their] politics were 
contmued With other means." 
88Ibid. 
8 9Ibid. , p. 85. 
9 0/bid. 
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out that the war aims in the east were achieved by mid- 191 6 :  Pan-S1avism in the 
Balkans had been eradicated and the area placed under new administration. In the 
north the Russians had been dealt a staggering blow and the strategic railways were 
in German hands. The Poles had been "freed" and given a University at Warsaw. 
In the west the freedom of the seas had been won and England's  days as a Weltstaat 
were numbered-she was reduced to the level of seven other powers . 91 
As far as the east is concerned the above German achievements were consolid­
ated in Brest-Litovsk while for the west a final Herculean effort was to be made in 
early 1 9 1 8 .  Whereas the "final struggle" long expected by Germany's leaders between 
the Germanic and Slavic peoples had been decided in Germany's favour, it remained 
now to teach the "treacherous Anglo-Saxon", that it was to his advantage "that the 
Germanic fist represents the cause of England. ' '  92 
It is Fischer's aim to show that the will to conquest by Imperial Germany was one 
which had struck root and flourished long before 19 14  and that the concrete war aims 
of 1 9 14- 18  were devised before 19 14.  Further, Bethmann Hollweg's policies were 
designed from the very beginning to realise these aims. They were demonstrably 
not mere reactions to Allied aims as Fischer's critics assert. 
Another criticism of Fischer's thesis is that the Chancellor Bethmann Hollweg 
personally never strove for world domination although it is admitted that a realisation 
of his aims for "securities" would have given Germany a position of hegemony in 
Europe. 93 But Germany, i .e .  the German "Nation" was striving for world domination 
in the sense that she desired an empire like that of the British. If this is so-and the 
evidence for it is overwhelming-then Bethmann's personal doubts and reservations 
are of little importance. It is decisive that the German Reich which he represented had 
so acted. The September Programme could never be realised without complete 
victory. This Bethmann must have known since only in victory could such demands 
be made. If this was not Bethmann's will it was certainly that of the "Nation" . 94 
Thesis 6 
In an elaboration of the last point Fischer shows that in an analysis of German 
policy it is untenable to concentrate alone on the person of the Chancellor. This 
would lead to a total misunderstanding of the structure of the conservative, bureau­
cratic Wilhelmine state. It would be an error to evaluate the numerous memoranda 
and petitions regarding war aims as merely the products of irresponsible dreamers or 
the suggestions of importunate petitioners. As Fischer quite reasonably points out, 
in the face of such a flood of material which evidences the German will to power and 
sense of mission (Sendungsbewusstsein), it is untenable to restrict any examination 
of German war-aims policies to the sphere of biographical analysis. 95 
Professor Erdmann of Kiel had attempted to evaluate German policy by con­
centrating solely on the personality of the Chancellor. This was, however, only one 
factor. The social, economic, political and intellectual forces would be ignored. 
Even if Bethmann was the formal leader of German policy responsible to the Kaiser 
(not, however, to the people) he was not the only representative of the German 
nation. The chief representatives were the political parties from the Conservative to 
the Centre parties which from August 1 9 1 4  to July 1 9 1 7  and again from November 
1 9 1 7  formed the so-called "war-aims majority" (Kriegszielmehrheit). And in addition 
there were the exponents of "economic power", the numerous associations of a 
political and economic nature as well as the most influential groups from the academic 
world. 
91/bid. 
92/bid., p. 86. 
93/bid. , p. 97. 
94fbid. , p. 88. 
95/bid. , p. 89. 
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Bethmann as the Kaiser's chief minister was, as Gerhard Ritter admits, only 
apparently independent from the pressure groups surrounding him and from public 
opinion. These factors kept Bethmann in a constant state of agitation and worry 
causing his policies in fact to be compromises between his own and the solutions 
offered or demanded by the various groups. It was these groups which caused the 
government from time to time to make the declarations about fighting on until 
"security" and "guarantees" were won. 
The point here is that Bethmann was by no means a free agent within the German 
"system" of constitutional monarchy-a factor which is central to Fischer's analysis. 
Gerhard Ritter recognises this and tries to use this knowledge to unburden the Chan­
cellor from charges of extravagant annexionist aims. But Fischer is not interested in 
Bethmann's "psychological" or "inner" struggles with his conscience. It is the will 
of Imperial Germany, the ruling classes, the "Nation" which Fischer is investigating. 
Also Professor Hans Herzfeld has gone so far as to agree with Fischer on this point 
when he says that Bethmann Hollweg incorporated an "institution" the understanding 
of which was essential for any meaningful analysis of Imperial Germany. It is this "in­
stitution" which Fischer has been emphasising against the traditional view of German 
historians which sought an explanation of German policy around 19 14  by concen­
trating on the personality of Bethmann Hollweg and the crisis diplomacy of July-Aug­
ust 1 9 14.  The personal integrity of this one man is not so historically relevant as the 
"institution" he represented and the forces operating in it which defined the "pos­
sibilities of action" of an individual minister. 96 But despite the efforts of Professors 
Ritter and Herzfeld to rescue the image of Bethmann by depicting him as a man of 
restraint and reasonableness, his own policies nevertheless had power-political 
goals.  It is hardly possible to explain away Bethmann's utterances on Germany's 
expansionist war aims (as does Gerhard Ritter) as mere placatory statements for the 
benefit of the "impatient Weltmacht dreamers" who kept pressing him for more 
energetic policies. 97 
As Chancellor of Imperial Germany (i .e .  representative of those "national" 
groups) he could not in principle reject the demands of the "Nation" even if he 
wished to. To require such a man to reject war aims would be a parallel to demanding 
of the Pope that he convert himself to Protestantism. 98 However, Bethmann had got 
himself into a very unenviable situation. He had won over the indispensable support 
of the Social Democrats for the war by propagating the dogma of a defensive war, 
and as a result a truce (Burgfrieden) was declared between the government and the 
socialist party (including trade unions) . Because of this the SPD had hoped for more 
democratic changes in the constitution. 99  But Bethmann was by no means prepared 
to alter the monarchical structure of the constitution "which the Social Democrats had 
until now stigmatised as militarism". l00 Indeed, the socialists would have to alter 
radically their political values. Any concessions such as in the Prussian franchise 
would only be given as reward for "completed work" . But after the disappointment 
of the Marne Bethmann tactfully hinted at a vague reorientation of domestic policy­
at a time when it was necessary to win the Social Democrats for the state and for 
the "Nation" . These would have to be treated no longer as elements hostile to the 
state and concessions would have to come from above to prevent them being de­
manded from below. 
Such hints were, however, sufficient to call forth concrete proposals for reform 
which alarmed the conservative forces who went into opposition because they feared 
96Jbid., pp. 90-92. 
"'Ibid., pp. 9 1-93.  Fischer reproduces here statements of the Chancellor which document clearly 
his wi� to carry through ann�xations . Also documented is the will of such groups as the Pan-Germans 
who tned to exert pressure directly on Bethmann threatening a rightist coup d'etat . 
98lbid. , p. 92. 
9 9Cf. my article, "Nationalism and Proletariat-Germanv 1 914", A ustra!ian Journal of Politics 
and History, XI (1965). · 
1 0°Fischer, Weltmacht, p. 93 .  
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that Bethmann would prove too accommodating to democratic demands after peace 
was made.l01 Indeed, Bethmann was already by the end of 1 9 1 5  coming to the con­
clusion that delays in concessions to the SPD and trade unions, particularly with 
reference to the Prussian franchise and the association laws, could not wait much 
longer. But in his attempts to bring about a certain liberalisation Bethmann struck 
the determined opposition of numerous Prussian ministers as well as that of the 
Kaiser and the conservatives .  The result was that vague promises of reform were 
made to be executed after the war.l02 These attempts of Bethmann to unify the 
entire nation by making peripheral concessions to the socialists caused his isolation in 
domestic politics since he came under the ever sharper criticism of the right-wing 
parties, the heavy industrialists and large groups of so-called intellectuals, all of 
which united against Bethmann. In their struggle against Bethmann they also had the 
support of the army, the East-Elbian nobility as well as influential groups of the 
Prusso-German bureaucracy. It was this bloc which brought about Bethmann's 
downfall in July 1 9 1 7.1°3 This was not because he was too reactionary for the new 
majority for the peace resolution at that time but because he was too liberal for the 
above named groups by virtue of his apparent capitulation before the parliamentary 
system which he himself personally also rejected.104 
Bethmann Hollweg was in reality sacrificed in his attempt to reconcile the com­
peting forces in Germany with the so-called "Nation" for the purpose of fighting a 
national, allegedly defensive war.1 05 By July 1 9 1 7  the government, bureaucracy, the 
educated as well as the well-to-do middle classes, the Junkers and the patriarchal 
industrial upper classes-in short all those groups who claimed to be "Imperial 
Germany" -were using the war to maintain their own position. And in the face of 
growing resistance to this institution from the masses, the conservative forces per­
sisted in the attempt to realise their expansionist imperialist ideas.106 
Thesis 7 
After demonstrating the connexion between the conservative national forces and 
the expansionist war aims of Imperial Germany Fischer concludes the refutation of 
his critics by documenting the will of this class to preserve their system at all costs. 
101 Ibid. , p. 94. 
102lbid. , p.  95.  
1 03lbid. , pp. 95-96. It should be noted that Bethmann had tried to establish a so-called "National 
Committee" composed of elements who shared his judgment of the domestic situation. But the 
point is while this group (including the large banks and the electrical and oil industries) was prepared 
to make internal concessions of the type outlined above, they were still united in their annexionist 
war aims for Eastern Europe and Mittelafrika. With regard to France and Belgium they were pre­
pared to accept "guarantees" instead of annexations. 
104lbid., p. 96. 
105When Bethmann was defeated in the Reichstag on the peace resolution the great economic 
groups of industry, agriculture and also the middle classes united in a new memorandum against 
a dilution of previous war aims. It would be, however, a misrepresentation to see the majority of the 
Reichstag (Social Democrats, Centre and Progressives) who voted for the peace resolution as being 
a united bloc on war aims. Their only common point was a negative one, viz. rejection of the 
monarchical constitution which was bound up with the will of the Supreme Military Command. 
Continued domination of the government by the Generals would have meant the end of any demo­
cratic concessions. Thus the peace resolution of July 1917  was less a cry for the end of bloodshed 
than an attempt to assert the power of the Reichstag over the army. Bethmann who was by now sus­
pect to all conservatives tried to weather the storm by announcing a liberalisation of the Prussian 
franchise. But it was too late ; on July 1 3  he was dropped by both the Reichstag and the Supreme 
Command. As far as the peaceful motives of the Centre and Progressive parties went, they were 
once again to come into line with annexionist aims as Brest-Litovsk showed. 
Cf. Fritz Hartung, Deutsche Geschichte 1 871-1919 (Stuttgart : Koehler, 1952), pp. 401-403 . 
1 06Fischer, Weltmacht, p. 97. Any resistance to this "institution" by the masses was regarded as a 
weakening of the war effort-as treason or the spread of an ideology which endangered the "national" 
welfare. 
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Together with the expansionist aims of the political and economic forces of the 
Reich went the aim to secure the traditional class and social structure of the 
Prusso-German Reich against the forces of democracy which were regarded as a 
threat to it. 107 
These conservative forces had opposed all attempts to liberalise the constitution 
within Germany ; they intended to impose the same kind of system upon the occupied 
territories by installing where possible German dynasties. (See p .  245, footnote 65). In 
particular the position of the army was to be maintained-in a country where the 
military exercised more influence on the state than was the case in any other. In Ger­
many the military occupied a position above that of the civilian authority and this, 
as Fischer comments, is all the more remarkable since the civilians approved of 
it. Because of this the army, in spite of the increase during the war of the officer corps, 
was able, right up to the war's end, to resist successfully any movements towards 
democratisation. Also in order to preserve the aristocratic nature of the officer 
corps a new rank was instituted during the war, viz. that of Feldwebelleutnant. (Ap­
proximates the British rank of Regimental Sergeant Major.) Then, during the war, the 
Supreme Army Command (OHL) became an instrument for the exercise of political 
power which was able, with the aid of its own propaganda and economic departments 
and with the support of Conservatives, National Liberals and the Fatherland Party, 
to intensify the militarist tradition to an unheard of degree.108 
Fischer argues that this militarism was not the result of a rabid personality such 
as Ludendorff but inherent in the existing system. The war offered a great opportunity 
to consolidate its position against the apparently growing threats of Social Democracy. 
This had been Bethmann Hollweg's great domestic task which he appeared to fulfil. 
When the SPD voted in favour of the war credits 4 August 19 14  their speaker Dr. 
David felt moved to request a "great gesture" from the government, i.e. some dem­
ocratic concession to enable the right wing of the SPD to maintain its "patriotic" 
line. Bethmann replied by laying down the conditions under which the governments 
would be prepared to go along with the SPD wishes. Thus Bethmann : 
. . .  The leaders of Social Democracy must be perfectly clear that the German 
Empire and the Prussian State in particular can never allow the firm ground on 
which they have grown to be loosened, viz. the firm dedication to the state and 
the system which Social Democracy has hitherto stigmatised as militarism . . . .  
In that moment in which the German left sees itself able to support this defensive 
system and that national spirit which corresponds to it, a reorientation will be 
possible in our policies.10 9 
This statement in August 19 14  is nothing less than the firm declaration of the con­
servative will to self-preservation. And this conservative will was not weakened during 
the war but rather strengthened. The longer the war lasted the more important 
became both the agrarian and industrial interests for the continued existence of 
Germany and her allies . Thus the two pillars of the Prusso-German state, industry and 
agriculture, were welded together in the war to an even stronger community of inter­
ests. And this combination pursued the goal of maintaining the existing social and 
political order. 
The interplay of these two groups is seen not only in the war-aims programme 
(industrialist demands for annexations in France, Belgium and Luxemburg and 
agrarian demands for colonies in the east) but also in their common resistance to 
reform of the Prussian franchise. They regarded Bethmann's wish in July 1 9 1 7  to 
1 07/bid. , p. 98 . 
1 08/bid. , pp. 98-99. In addition to the parties named the chief support for the army came from 
industrial groups which exerted an incalculably profound influence on German war aims, the extent 
of which became evident only at Brest-Litovsk. 
109/bid., p. 100. 
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concede this reform as dangerous, and their behaviour indicated that only when 
extreme danger threatened would there be any consideration of the wishes of the 
people. When Bethmann pressed for the liberalisation of the franchise together with 
a certain restraint in the war-aims question he had signed his own death warrant. 
As long as Bethmann could placate the SPD and at the same time restrict its influence 
he was tolerated by the ruling classes. But when he appeared no longer able to fulfil 
this task he had to go . Michaelis, his successor, was nothing more than the tool of the 
right-wing parties and the Supreme Command. Count Herding, who followed 
Michaelis, was admittedly from the Centre but from its conservative wing, and was a 
convinced supporter of the constitutional monarchy and as such a representative 
of the existing power structure. Until his retirement from office in October 1 9 1 8  he 
was successful in resisting the introduction of parliamentary practice in Germany and 
Prussia.U0 As far as war aims were concerned Herding approved the Peace of Brest­
Litovsk although, like foreign secretary von Kuhlmann, he was prepared to be fairly 
elastic about the form of German rule in the "liberated eastern regions" .  
According to Fischer the behaviour of the Reichstag with regard to Brest­
Litvosk caused President Wilson to give up the distinction between the militarist­
imperialist Germany and the "other" Germany and to decide on continuing the war 
until Germany was defeated.111 The German "Nation" however, greeted Brest-Litovsk 
with apparently unbounded enthusiasm which is reflected in the following press 
report from a Lutheran newspaper : 
Peace without annexations or reparation ! That was the decision of men . . .  But 
here too God wanted things differently . . .  And Russia who did not wish to pay 
reparations had in the last minute to surrender immeasurable booty : 800 locomo­
tives, 8,000 pieces of rolling stock with all kinds of treasures and food stuffs ; God 
knew that we needed it. And further we needed cannons and munitions for the 
final blow against the enemy in the west. God knew that too. So, because God is 
rich, He generously gave us 2,600 cannons, 5 ,000 machine guns, 2 million rounds 
for artillery, rifles, aeroplanes, trucks and countless other things.112 
This peace took from Russia a third of her agricultural and 70 % of her coal and ore 
production. It also created a chain of buffer states from Finland to Georgia-the 
fulfilment of the war-aims programme. This peace gave to German industry the long 
wished for markets, including the diminished Russia herself, and also great sources of 
raw materials. 
Further, agrarian-feudal Germany was also strengthened by the treaty by virtue 
of the spread of the monarchical idea and the containment of revolutionary Russia. 
German dynasties were to be installed in Finland, in the Baltic regions, and Poland, 
and possibly in the Ukraine and Georgia. Such was the extent of German ambition 
but it was interpreted as a pan-European mission where Germany assumed the role 
of champion of western civilization-as dispenser of the heritage of the West under 
the slogan of the "Ideas of 1 9 14"-as Fischer remarks-in sharp contrast to the 
"Ideas of 1 789".  The German ideas of 19 14  which had been propagated by the 
intellectuals saw German political institutions, German culture and the German 
spirit as something distinctive from Russian tyranny on one hand and the decadent 
western democracies on the other. The men who propagated this notion were rep­
resentatives of a German-Lutheran-conservative-political outlook. They invoked 
the spirit of Bismarck and proclaimed the "German God", thus giving the German 
war a religious undertone. This was not a struggle of interests but a struggle of the 
German spirit against the forces of democracy in the west and those of barbarism in 
the east. German theologians, historians, economists prior to and during the war 
110/bid. , pp . } 03-104. 
111/bid., p.  104. 
112/bid. , pp. 104-105, from the Allgemeine Evangelische-Lutherische Kirchenzeitung (no date 
supplied) . 
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had tried in such terms to lay the foundation of a peculiarly German political ideol­
ogy_II3
This ideology was even more firmly established in the minds of "national" Ger­
mans after the Bolshevik revolution and the Anglo-Saxon designation of the war 
as a struggle of the democracies against Prussian militarism. As Fischer puts it, these 
factors only strengthened the will of the Prusso-German, conservative-Lutheran­
Roman Catholic-monarchical, anti-democratic and anti-parliamentarian forces in the 
Reich. The German claim not only to establish but to expand the Germanic world 
between Slavism and the Anglo-Saxon-French-Latin civilization is scarcely under­
standable without some knowledge of the intellectual-historical background. This 
German sense of mission (Sendungsbewusstsein) which saw the Reich in isolation 
in the world between East and West is best illustrated by a speech of the Kaiser which 
he made a month before the great turning point in the West, at a time when German 
confidence of victory had reached its final peak, viz. on 1 5  June 1 9 1 8 : 
Either the Prussian-German Weltanschauung-justice, freedom, honour, mor­
ality-will be asserted : or the Anglo-Saxon Weltanschauung. The latter means 
to fall into the idolatry of money. In this struggle one of these [Weltanschauung] 
must most certainly be vanquished. The situation demands the victory of the 
German Weltanschauung.l14
Fischer ends his refutation by saying that the German war-aims policies were designed 
to establish just this German Weltanschauung. The concrete war aims were not simply 
temporary solutions to problems brought about by an unexpected war, they were 
not the dreams of unrealistic annexionists but the real expression of the German 
claim to power and "security" . 
C O NC L USI O N  
S o  has Fischer sought to refute his most serious critics. H e  has built up a com­
pelling case which accuses Imperial Germany of cultivating an anachronistic venera­
tion of power coupled with a nationalistic egoism nourished on the historical mythology 
propounded by both the Prussian (borussische) and Neo-Rankean schools of history 
as well as by the chauvinism of the Pan-Germans. These ideologies had virtually 
become public property and served to support the expansionist drives of German 
militarists and industrialists. The result was that the German Empire made a bid 
between 19 14  and 1 9 1 8  to secure a position in the world which she believed was 
hers by right. Moreover, this mentality did not disappear with the fall of the monarchy 
in 1 9 1 8 ;  it continued to survive and took on even more grotesque forms during the 
frustrating years of the Weimar Republic when a constant aim of all German govern­
ments had been to effect a revision of the Versailles settlement. Only against this 
background is the emergence of the "Bohemian corporal" with his pathological lust 
for revenge and aggrandizement understandable. 
Hitler cannot now be explained as an accident-in-the-works (see p. 2 14) .  Indeed , 
as Professor Fritz Stern of Columbia eloquently pointed out at the Historians' Con­
gress in Berlin (October 1 964), one cannot go on explaining Hitler as one of a series 
of accidents-in-the-works without considering the possibility whether there was 
113/bid. , p. 1 06. cf. footnote 1 6, p. 56. The Siiddeutsche Monatshefte, Mlinchen , September, 
1 914.  This edition was entitled :  Nationale Kundgebung deutscher und osterreichischer Historiker. The 
foreword to this remarkable publication ends thus : "To serve civilization now means to serve the 
war . . .  Now we have only one wish. We want to win or to go under-all of us ." ( Wir wollen siegen 
oder aile untergehen, aile.) 
114/bid. 
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something radically wrong with the "works" to begin with.115 Stern, however, does 
not necessarily suggest that Hitler is the logical outcome of a national history unusually 
plagued with ruthless authoritarian leaders . What he is suggesting is that now German 
historians ought to proceed like Fischer to analyse the values, goals and assumptions 
of the era preceding Hitler and not simply comfort themselves with the illusion that 
Hitler was an unheralded and undeserved visitation, the like of which could have 
occurred with equal probability to any other nation, and that circumstances made 
Germany the unlucky one.116 
Fischer has now clearly questioned all this not simply by suggesting, as Ludwig 
Dehio had done already, that German aspirations prior to 19 14  made world war 
possible,117 but by documenting concrete aims before 19 14  and by demonstrating 
their continuity to 1 9 1 8 .  Again, Fischer, in taking Dehio's lead has underlined 
that the German bid for hegemony in 1 939 cannot be seen in isolation from that 
made in 1 9 14. 
It is important to note at this point that Fischer's work is the first of any mag­
nitude by a German scholar on the questions raised here.118 He is undoubtedly a 
pioneer in the history of his own country. Admittedly Dehio provided Fischer with a 
programme when he wrote after the Second World War that it was Germany's aims 
alone which brought about the First World War.119 Dehio himself was not able to 
produce the detailed study which would have been necessary though he could explain 
in 1 950 why no German historian had previously turned his full attention to the 
question of German imperialism and the outbreak of the war. 
In his famous essay, Ranke und der deutsche lmperialismus,120 Dehio gives an 
explanation for the reticence of German historical scholarship to deal with German 
imperialism during the 1 920's. Political historians after Versailles had assumed the 
task of "correcting" the one-sided war-guilt thesis. Although this was understand­
able, it was a task not without peculiar dangers, "because in the atmosphere of 
national self-justification", 121 the necessary objectivity would be harder to achieve. 
This was particularly so for these historians who before the war had been the virtual 
spokesmen of the nation. However, above all, Dehio says, it was the fear these men 
had of supplying the former enemies with further compromising or incriminating 
material which prevented them from analysing their nation's recent past with perfect 
detachment ! In this way the war-guilt problem understandably hindered German 
historians in fulfilling their actual task. Moreover, their appreciation of world 
politics went even further awry. Some, for example, continuing on the Neo-Rankean 
tradition ascribed to France the will to hegemony in Europe after 1 9 1 9  and even 
urged the formation of a grand coalition against her as in Napoleonic times ! 122 
It is not intended here to investigate the complex role which historians have 
played in the political life of Germany where they shaped official as well as public 
opinion ; it is sufficient to recall, as Dehio and Fischer have done, that many a leading 
115Fritz Stern, "Beiheft GWU" 69. Professor Stern (b. 1926) was a pupil of Hajo Holborn and is 
a specialist in German intellectual history of the 1 9th and 20th centuries. He has investigated pre­
cursors of National Socialism in his book, The Politics of Cultural Despair, Berkeley, University of 
California Press 1961 . In commenting on the Fischer thesis he would say that Bethmann Hollweg 
led the German people into war in 1914 to establish a German hegemony in Europe out of fear of the 
growing strength of the enemy. Fear could be an even more dangerous motive for expansion than 
the cool selection of areas for conquest. 
116lbid. 
117Ludwig Dehio, "Deutschland und die Epoche der Weltkriege", HZ, CLXXIII (1952), 79-80. 
118Cf. Geiss, op.cit. , pp. 77-78. 
119Dehio, "Deutschland und die Epoche . . .  " pp. 78-80. "We Germans sought in true Prussian 
style, that is with the aid of systematic armament-on this occasion naval-to break out of the 
confines of Europe and to penetrate into the world system of power balance as Prussia had done in 
the European system." 
120HZ, CLXX (1950), 307-328 . (Available in English in Dehio's Germany and World Politics . . .  ) 
121Ibid. , p. 325. 
122Jbid., pp. 325-326. 
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German historian contributed in no small measure to moulding the national con­
sciousness.123 But these very same historians strangely refused to face the problems 
posed by the events which culminated in the so-called Versailler Diktat and to draw 
some realistic conclusions. Instead, they concentrated on the crisis at the outbreak of 
hostilities and failed even there to make a proper evaluation. Indeed, they did not even 
supply a total survey of the events of the war itself-a task which would have been 
relatively straightforward. l24 
All this explains why the German historians who, prior to 19 14, had been the 
virtual heralds of imperialism, could not be expected to give anything approaching a 
non-prejudicial account of Germany's pre-war and war-time policies. Their own 
involvement and the political chaos of the Weimar period effectively precluded this. 
In that situation the German historians with the exception of a notable few saw no 
need to undertake a revision of former political and historical attitudes as a result of 
the catastrophe of 1 9 1 8 .  And it was just this refusal to question past values and the 
tendency to persist in applying unrealistic yardsticks to the Weimar situation which 
helped clear the way for the acceptance of the Nazi rise to power. That is to say, the 
dominant political values among German professors of history were consonant with 
Nazi aims as the following points illustrate : 
( 1)  There was a virtual "innocence campaign" against the Versailles treaty, 
especially the war-guilt clause 23 1 which was the moral and legal basis for 
the reparations demands. 
(2) The historians and the Nazis were in agreement over the struggle against 
French Rhineland policy. 
(3) After the Nazi seizure of power, the historians welcomed the revival of 
Prussian traditions as well as the propaganda of an "imperial consciousness" 
(Reichsbewusstsein) after the occupation of Austria. This led to the gross­
deutsche view of history as promoted by the Austrian historian Heinrich 
Ritter von Srbik. 
(4) After 1933 the German historians voluntarily co-ordinated their outlook 
with that of the Nazis although in 1 933 no German history professor had 
been a member of the Nazi party. For example, by stressing the idea of a 
continuity between the ancient Germanic tribes and the present by reviving 
Germanic customs and concepts of law which underlie the apparently unified 
Roman-Christian-Mediaeval view of history, they conveniently affirmed 
Nazi racial theories that the Germans were the core of the Aryans and 
the creative element within European, and indeed world culture.125 
All this illustrates clearly just how predisposed the majority of history professors were 
in their political-historical ideas to accept particular nationalistic slogans of the Nazis. 
This very fact testifies to Hitler's own insights with regard to German national 
historiography.l26 He knew he was on strong ground by appealing to the national 
quasi-historical myths. Indeed, such was Hitler's  success in getting the historians to 
accept his distorted historical image that historians in the Third Reich were moved to 
trace . a line of continuity from Frederick the Great through Bismarck to Hitler. 
One is used to seeing such over-simplifications in the anti-German writings of an 
A.J.P. Taylor or an Edward Vermeil and it is ironical that this continuity thesis was 
123Fischer, Griff, pp. 1 8-19 and 1 78-1 80.
124Dehio, "Ranke und der Deutsche Imperialismus" , 327-328 . 125Manfred Schlenke, "Geschichtsdeutung und Selbstverstiindnis im 19 .  und 20. Jahrhundert", in 
Hermann Glaser (ed.), Haltungen und Fehlhaltungen in Deutschland (Freiburg :  Rombach, 1 966) 
pp. 73-74. 
126Cf. Werner Maser, Adolf Hitters Mein Kampf, (Mi.inchen & Esslingen : Bechtele, 1 966). This 
study of Hitler's literary work alludes to the fact that his image of German history had been crystal­
lised early in his adul.t life ll;nd t�at among the authors read by Hitler while in goal at Landsberg 
1 923-24 were such nattonal h1stonans as Ranke and Treitschke . 
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formulated by German historians who did see in Hitler the reincarnation of Fred­
rician and Bismarckian qualities !127 
Also it should be noted that while notable German professors either voluntarily 
emigrated or were removed from office because of their anti-Nazi attitudes, these were 
the exception rather than the rule.128 Neither the catastrophes of 1 9 1 8  nor of 1933 
gave cause to the shapers of German historical consciousness to revise the historical 
image of their country. It was only with the total collapse of the German nation in 
1 945 that political and intellectual conditions were brought about wherein a radical 
historical revision was possible and seen as necessary. 
Indeed, a new intellectual movement is identifiable in Germany which is striving 
in all frankness to confront the past with the aim of coming to terms with it (see p. 2 14) .  
As  far as  the historians are concerned this process can be  termed simply, "the critical 
analysis of our German historical tradition" . 129 Germans are now becoming used 
to confronting their history in a detached way, however harrowing it may be, analysing 
and explaining for no other reason than to understand "how the past actually was" 
(Ranke) and to understand the present which emerged from it. 
The work of Fritz Fischer belongs to this category and has sparked off the most 
remarkable discussion on central questions of German history in the 19th and 20th 
centuries to such an extent that the discussion has become internationalised. As 
Professor Fritz Stern commented : 
It is in my judgment an important factor in German historiography that there 
i s  now raging a controversy over the interpretation of German history in the 
twentieth century . . .  It is symptomatic for the changed conditions of our 
political and intellectual life that this controversy has also encompassed foreign 
historians. In it is reflected in the historical world what we have learned in the 
political : that the age of autonomous national states has passed and that the 
history of every European nation must be integrated to a greater extent than before 
with general European history which must be written by historians from many 
countries from different perspectives, but with the greatest possible objectivity.130 
So Griff nach der Weltmacht represents a break-through not only in the know-
ledge on the subject but also in its historiographical analysis. In contrast to former 
German schools of historical thought, Professor Fischer's school has demonstrated 
clearly that the rigid Neo-Rankean approach which paved the way for so many 
nationalist myths and national self-delusion is receding. Gone are the days (Gerhard 
Ritter himself noted this in 1949) when the leading German history professors were 
"heralds of national politics ."131 And further, gone are the days when the German 
people uncritically accepted the flattering national images which nineteenth and 
twentieth century German historians until now, had formed so enthusiastically. As 
Professor Manfred Schlenke points out the effect had been to fill the German youth 
with a quasi-religious, patriotic notion of the uniqueness of the German mission 
in the world and of the inherent superiority of the German character and culture. 132 
The works and articles by Fritz Fischer and his "school" are inspired with the clear 
intention to correct the German image of their history in a sober, realistic and schol­
arly way. Naturally this will have an effect on German political thinking and values. 
It can scarcely be "politically dangerous" as Gerhard Ritter feared.133 He claimed 
that it is the duty of the historian to help form the political consciousness of the 
127Schlenke, op.cit.,  p. 85.  
12B[bid. 
129/bid. , p. 73. 
1BOJbid. , (Quoted by Schlenke), p. 87. 
moerhard Ritter, "Gegenwiirtige Lage und Zukunftsaufgaben der deutschen Geschichtswissen­
schaft", HZ, CLXX (1950) I. 
132Schlenke, op.cit . ,  pp. 88-90. 
moerhard Ritter, Der erste Weltkrieg-Studien zum deutschen Geschichtsbild, (Bonn : Schrift­
enreihe der Bundeszentrale fUr politische Bildung, Heft 64, 1964), p. 1 1 . 
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nation,134 but he is appalled when an historian like Fischer actually does this by 
attempting to correct a distorted national image. Ritter implied that the national 
image, already darkened by the experiences of the Hitler period, has been darkened 
even more by Fischer's work on the Wilhelmine period and that this could be de­
trimental to the political-historical consciousness of German youth. Here Ritter is 
clearly aware of the power of the political historian in moulding or destroying images, 
and he is obviously saddened that outmoded values (whatever their virtues) which 
he had tried to salvage are being destroyed or at least subjected to critical revision. 
But surely, part of the task of every honest historian is to revise and correct images 
and values which have emerged during certain stages of national history. In this way 
the historian and those whom he teaches will maintain a sober, detached and critical 
approach to problems of national history, and history will cease to be mere propag­
anda. As C. Wright Mills points out, it is the historian's  "mastertask to keep the 
human record straight",135 and thereby serve the edification of the mind and reason 
and not the spread of chauvinism. Professor Fischer is to be congratulated on both 
a courageous and conscientious effort in the service of historical truth. His work is not 
only a challenge to his German, but also to his Austrian, Italian, French and British 
colleagues. Students may look forward to a series of similar works from most of these 
countries on their part in the catastrophe of 1 9 14-1 9 1 8 ,  and it is to be hoped that the 
non-Germans will approach their subject with the same honesty, objectivity and 
frankness with which Professor Fischer and his school have approached theirs in 
Germany. 
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